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ABSTRACT

PHASE 1: FOAMS

Results of optical measurements of peak pressures in the 0.1- to

6-kbar range transmitted through 3- to 12-mm-thick layers of certain

foams, namely, 0.7 to 1.4 g/cc aluminum, 0.67 g/cc polyurethane,

1.1 g/cc beryllium, 1.1 and 1.7 g/cc graphite, and 1.0 g/cc silica, are

presented. Superficial impact momentum densities are in the range of

0.6 to 3 x 104 taps and are delivered by explosive propulsion of a thin

sheet of aluminum.-

Within the range of study, peak pressures scale approximately

linearly with the ratio of superficial momentum density to superficial

mass density of foam; the range of validity of the scaling and the scale

factor depend strongly on the kind of foam. The effect of degree of dis-

tention on scaling relations in aluminum is slight but is somewhat greater

in graphite. Of the foams considered, polyurethane transmits the least

peak pressure per unit of added weight but shows the greatest tendency to

increase the delivered momentum through rebound.

Through the use of parameter values measured in shock experiments an
elementary theory predicts fairly reliably the conditions under which the

transmitted shock structure consists of an elastic forerunner alone with-

out a following locking wave. Presently available theory fails to predict

accurately either observed peak pressures or wave shapes.

PHASE 2: SOLIDS

Attenuation of shock waves is studied in specimens imade of 1060 and

2024 aluminum, OFHC copper, gold, and Armstrong C-7 epoxy. The strains

induced in the specimens are virtually one-dimensional. Comparison of

experimental and calculated results indicate than an elastoplastic model

for the relation between stress and strain should be used for aluminum,
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copper, and the epoxy. Such a relation permits the prediction of the

observed attenuation more exactly than does a relation in which rigidity

is neglected.

Results for gold show that the shock is also attenuated more rapidly

than predicted by the use of a stress-strain relation which neglects

rigidity. More data are needed before a more appropriate stress-strain

relation can be obtained for gold.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An interposed layer of porous or foamed material can often sharply

reduce the peak stress reached in a hard body as a result of deposition

of X-ray energy. The foam may then be a means of protecting the body

against pressure damage. We have studied this property itn •everal widely

different foams useful in lowering impact stresses due to collisions last-

ing 10 to 100 p4sec in which momentum densities in the neighborhood of

1 x 104 dyne sec cm- 2 (taps) are exchanged. The first goal has been ex-

ploration of the effect; the second, semiquantitative prediction using

easily accessible physical properties of foams; and the third, under-

standing of the detailed flow within the foam during the impact. Methods

of investigation have included measurements of static properties of foams,

observations of foam behavior under shock, and calculations.

The work on this and on previous contracts 1.2 has yielded consider-

able exploratory information ondistended plastics, silica, graphite,

beryllium, and several kinds of aluminum. In all these materials it is

established that there is a protective effect and that there are two

mechanisms responsible: the two-wave nature of the flow in certain dis-

tention ranges of these foams and the relatively large disparity between

crushing wave speed and speed of overtaking rarefactions. A heavy enough

impact upon a foam layer gives rise at the struck surface to a wave of

pronounced change moving into the foam; the voids are removed, and the

density greatly increased. If high stress is not kept on the struck

surface, release waves start from that surface toward the shock front and,

because of the large changes in the nature of the material brought about

by the crushing or main wave, these release waves quickly overtake the

impact wave and steadily reduce its speed and pressure. This tends to

lower the pressure finally delivered to the protected structure. Some-

times splitting off from and moving ahead of the main wave, anotherwave

of much less density change may carry off at high speed an important

part of the total impact momentum at the first or outer foam interf~au,,

and deliver it to the structure to be protected at a relatively low, con-

stahit pressure applied for a relatively long time. this wave is related

to the linear orproportional region in a staticallN mcasured stress-strain

3
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diagram. Since, when it is present, it comes to the structure ahead of

the main or crushing wave we call it the first or forerunning wave.

As is plain from the summary in Section 2 of this report, much re-

"mains to be learned of the generally true details of flow in foams. The

further research outlined in the fifth and last section would help to

throw light on these details. Sections 3 and 4 contain descriptions of

this year's experiments and calculations, respectively.

4
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2. SUMMARY

A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

We explosively put a certain amount of momentur., per unit area in the

range 0.5 to 5 x 104 taps into one side of a foam layer 3 to 12 mm thick

and by high-speed photography of light imeges formed in a polished sur-

face measured the shapes, pressures, and speeds of stress waves in a steei
anvil in contact with the opposite side of the foam. The basic method is
the optical lever arm described by Fowles. 3 Except for a few cases in which

the explosive lay directly against the foam, momentum was delivered by an

aluminum sheet. 0.012 to 0.040 inch thick. For one-dimensional (1-D)

symmetry the sheet was driven by an explosive lens across a vacuum gap

onto the foam; in this arrangement the anvil is wedge-shaped. 2 The more

usual arrangement allowed a small amount of obliquity and involved a run-

ning detonation front in sheet explosive lying against the aluminum sheet;
these are called two-dimensional (2-D) experiments.2 For the 1-l) exp.-iri-

ments we know accurately the value of momentum density applied to the

foam; in the 2-D the relation between the momentum density and the explo-

sive thickness is known only to an accuracy of +10 percent. 4 Because of

its ease of performance and because of a wish to survey behavior in a
wide variety of foams, we used the 2-D arrangement this year in all exper-

iments. Figure 1 is an illustration of the arrangement including all its

variations; Fig. 2 is a record made with the basic arrangement, i.e.,

flyer in contact with a plane parallel slab of foam lying on a plane par-
allel steel anvil. The light source responsible for the images seen in

the figture is an explosive argotn bomb with a ruled translucent grid de-
scribed by Pressman.' The small amount of obliquity must always be kept

in mind when comparing peak pressures and wave shapes in I-D and 2-D ex-

periments in the same thicknesses of the same material; however, in the

survey comparing results in widely iifferent materials, obliquit% is not

criticallv important.

The kinds of foam studied this year have been polyurethane, open-

and closed-cell aluminum, silica, beryllium, and graphite.

5
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FIG. I CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
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FIG. 2 TYPICAL SMEAR CAMERA RECORD

For each shot Table I lists foam kind, densi'y, and thickness, then
explosive thickness (approximately 0.016 inch provides 1I 104 taps, except
when there is an air gap between flyer and foam 0.0243 inch 1 10' taps),
and anvil thickness. Sometimes we measured detonation speed with time-
of-arrival switches or "pins" on the explosive, always the smear camera
photographed the motion of images in the anvil free surface. When the
aluminum sheet (called "flyer" or"barrier") was separated by an air gap
from the foam or when the foam was preheated, "standoff" or "hot,"respec-
tively, was entered in the column headed "Type of Experiment." Two anvils
with nonparallel surfaces are also noted in this column.

In Table I the emergent waves are identified by the letter A for
elastic forerunner and B for main or locking wave. When the first wave
is double, its parts may be signaled by A-1 or A-2. Pressure jumps (not
peak pressures) in each wave are entered after each wave designation and
are presumed to exist at the foam-anvil interface although they are mea-
sured at the anvil free surface. Apparent wave speed means the speed of
the front along this free surface and within experimental error should
equal detonation speed (7.35 ± 0.07 mm!isec at ordinary temperatures)
unless a beveled anvil, tapered slab, or til-ved flyer is used. In each

7



experiment involving a preheated specimen detonation speed was measured

again, and these results are noted in Table 1. Average wave speed (in

the foam) is inferred from the separation [D in Fig. l(b)] along the

anvil mirror surface between detonation and point of wave emergence by

assuming a planar wave front in the foam as well as in the anvil.

Because this deduced value depends strongly on the value taken for

the apparent wave speed, 7.35 mm/)usec is used whenever the experimental

measurement of apparent speed agrees with that value within the uncer-

tainty of the measurements. In computing the pressure jumps from the

camera record the same rule is followed, although the computation is

much less sensitive to apparent speed. It should be noted that the aver-

age speed of a forerunner as read in Table 1 will be higher than its

characteristic speed by an amount increasing with the delay between ini-

tial impact and forerunner emergence ahead of the main shock.

Figure 3 shows approximate pressure histories at the foam-anvil

interface sketched from the smear camera photographs. Written beside

each outline is the total impulse showing in it up to the point, on the

time-axis marked by the arrow, when the observation was interrupted b%

reverberations or the pressure returned finally to zero.

B. STATE OF OUR UNDERSTANDING OF FOAM BEHAVIOR

UNDER SHOCK LOADING

1. Ti o FoFtIN N F• H

In some solids a single impact may give rise to a train of two -hOitck

fronts of which the speed and pressure of the first. ire characteristic of

the material.' Elastic-rigid foatms often support two succe•sive waves .t,.m-

ming from the same impact. Noticing that strain in quasi -statiH, 1 -1) ,-Vý-

pression ofelastic-rigid foam is proportional to stress up toi ,ertaln

I imit (defined as the stress where strain fal Is otut of pr(op•rt innal it- b1%

0.2 percent) or yield stress, we have sought to identi fv this elastic or

proportional limit state with the state behind the first or forerunning

wave; but in the one elastic-rigid foan examined accurately: fni tht. r,,r-

relation (0.67 g cc polyurethane) we have forecast a forerunner speed

from the mo,;ulus of linear compression which is 20 percent lower than

measured. This discrepancy may he due to !ark of uni formi ty in the ph\s -

ical properties anrong specimens of the same kind and similar d,.nsitv. Ii

none of the several foams studied has the proportional limit or iie ld

8
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stress amounted to more than half the stress seen in a steel anvil struck

by the forerunner. This can only be due to the effect. of the rate of

strain although the magnitude of the effect may be less than appears in

the disparity between the pressure induced by the forerunner in the anvil

and the yield stress, since the free-running forerunner stress is enhanced

upon reflection from the wall. Because the anvil is relatively motionless

ui.der the impact, the product of pressure and volume increments across

the reflected shock must equal the same product across the forerunner:

hence for any likely equation of state the first wave stress cannot more

than double itself at the wall.

Although we have observed forerunner speed in only one foam mater-

ial, e.g., polyurethane, we have measured average speeds (Table 1 of first

wAves in several foams by an addition to the experiments by which we ob-

served press-re histories. Since the forerunner may not break out ahead

of the main wave until the main wave has slowed to the characteristic

forerunner speed, observed average first wave speeds are upper limits

upon this characteristic speed. In all experiments except one involving

0.9 g/cc open-cell aluminum and another in polyurethane (C-P-R), observed

average wave speeds agree within experimental uncertainty' with modulus

speed or are iigher than modulus speed. If strain-rate affects forerunner

speed the influence must be less than 20 percent.

As the forerunner front moves through polyurethane it. tends to lose

its abrupiness or discontinuous character. Si1 1tL foam has never shown

a steep pressure rise in the forerunner but rt,ularly transmits first

waves reaching end stress in two distinct, gradual stages usually more

than a microsecond apart. 8 Such behavior suggests a compound nature of

th)e first wave a pur-ly elastic wave may be only a part of the forerunner.

Or the loss of sharpness may be a feature of stress relaxation in the

forerunr.era of whith *e also have evidence in both polyurethane and alu-

m inum. Y Closed-cell aisurinum on the other hand has always given a sharp

forerunner, open-cell aluminum and graphite have shown both.

Evidence for the compound nature of the forerunner is nur observa-

tion that measured sound speed has invariably been significantly higher

than the speed predicted from the modulus of linear compression. The

ratio of sound speed to modulus speed ranges from 3 in 0.9 g cr open-rell

to tiasad the passauge of a burst of I * upler•aonatc enro through a thickness .,f foa*.

16
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aluminum and 1.2 g/cc beryllium to about 1 1/ 3  in 0 67 g cc polvurethaiie.

One measurement of modulus in silica yields a speed agreeing with sound

speed.

Most of the average wave speeds are, however, lower than sound speed

in the same kind and density of materia , which is further evidence for

the complex nature of the forerunner.

The foregoing comments on the fo:-frunner are summarized in Tables 2
and 3. In Table 2 for each kind and density of foam studied appears a

sound speed (column 2), one to thre, observed shock speeds (columns 3, 4,

and 5) and the forerunner speed forecast from the modulus. Of the ob-

served shock speeds that under Meihod A (column 3) is from a flash X-rav

shadowgram reported by Fowles an6 Curran,' that under Method B (column 4)

stems from simultaneous optical measurements of stress and speed in a

foam wedge reported by Rempel, 2 and those under Method C (column 4) are

the average wave speeds in Table 1.

Table 3 lists for each kind and dpnsity of foam a value of static

yield stress (colun,:i 3). The tangent to the quasi-static stress-strain

curve at the point where the second derivative of stress with respect to

strain vanishes neets the extension of the linear portion at the stress

v'alue shown in column 4. Column S reports the observed stresses in a

steel anvil resulting trom forerunner impact; and in column 6 are thle

values of stress induced in a rigid wall if the foam Hugoniot followed

the linear portion to the intersection in column 4 and Lhen fell onto

the tangent.

Except for the peak pressure behind it we know nothing of the ndture'

of the wave reflected by the forerunner off the anvil. It would be a

broad compression fan if the shock equation of state were like the quasi-

static in shape and, if it %ere, we could understand why we hove not seen

the shadow of the wall-reflected wave in X-ray shadowgrams. 11

2. THE MAIN WAVt

Twn aspects of the main wave are important for our protective pur-

poses: what is the peak pressure and momentum it brings to the foam-

covered structure and how much foam is needed to stop it completely"

Our experimental answers to these questions in specific cases have ap-

peared in Table I and Fig. 3. We have generalized these results

17
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Table 2

(')MPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS OF FORERUNNER SPEED
IN FOAMS WITH PREDICTIONS

SHOCK WAVE SPEED (ax/e/sec)
MATERIAL SOUND

AND SPEED Measured Forecast
DENSITY (malkinec, from
(g/cc) I 1%) Method A* Method Bt Method d I Modulus

(average) (3)

P-C "-0.6 1.73 ( 1 )L 1.74 1.65 ± 0.05
(Poly- 0 66 1.40 ± 0.10
tron)

0.644 1.8 ± 0.3
0.645 1.65 ± 0.10

P-C 0.714 2.11 (3) 1.2 ± 0.10
(CPR) 0.798 1.50 ± 0.08

Si "-1.1 1.35 (1)
1.02 1.0 ± 0.05
0.931 1.3 ± 0.065
1.048 1.4 1 0.3
1.053 1.8 ± 0.4

MD-AK 1.41 4.o (3) 2.06 ± 0.10
1.445 2.14 ± 0.27
1.458 2.45 ± 0.30

MD-AO 0.948 2.54 (3) 0.83 ± 0.04
0.925 0.57 ± 0.01
1.30 2.08 ± 0.10
1.279 1.99 ± 0.45
1.41 2.69 ± 0.22
1.38 4.75 (3)

C-ATJ 1.78 2.32 (3) 1.32 ± 0.13
"-1.73 1.t) (. 15

(-PT- 1.18 1.8 (3) 1.02 ± 0.0Q
0114 " 1.15 1.6h ± 0.15

ti 1,195 6.71 (3) 1 12.175 . 0.36

Fowl*& and Curren. 1

From work done th4s year. The average wave speeds are from Table I.
and are those of the leading eleaments in the disturbance.

Numbers in parentheses indicate the first report of the meesurement.

All entries are based on consideration of a single measurement or experiment
except the first entry in the last column. This forecast is computed from
the ster'ge ratio cf density to modulus speed among S measurements (Table .
The uncertainty limits correspond to the standard deviation of the 5 ratios
feeo the mean.
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Table 3

FORERUNNER STRENGTlH OF FOANS COMPARED

WITH QUASI -STATIC YIELD STRENGTH

MAXIMUM
STATIC INTERSECTION PRESSURE PRESSURE

DENSITY YIELD STRESS OFTANGENTS INDUCED IN IN RIGID
MATERIAL (DSIcc) (0.2Y Offset) TO STATIC CURVE STEEL BY WALL EXPECTED

(10.01 kbar) (kbar) FORERUNNER FROM STATIC
(kbar) COMPRESSION

(kbar)

P-C 0.660 0.33
(Polytron) -0.67 0.91 ± 0.15

0.644 1.0 ± 0.20
0.668 0.38 0.48

P-C(CPR) -0.714 1.9 ± 0.32
0.798 0.55
0.697 0.70 0.96

Si 1.02 0.165
0.931 0.097 0.152 0.19
1.05 0.66 ± 0.15

MD-AK 1.41 0.76
1.46 2.6 ± 0.3
1.445 1.49 ± 0.05
1.405 0.945 1.11

MD-AO 0.Q48 0.069 0.10
0.939 0.33 ± 0.03
0.960 0.37 ± 0.05

C-ATJ 1.78 0.50 0.54 0.80
"-1.73 0.665 ± 0.04

C-PT-0114 1.18 0.055 0.06 0.10
""1.15 0.72 ± 0.07

MD-AO 1.30 0.345
1.28 0.60 ± 0.05
1.41 0.90 ± 0.04
1.445 1.49 ± 0.(5
1.34 0.61 0.73

Be 1.195 0.28 0.46 1.5 ± 0.15 0.62

somewhat in Fig. 4, where all our experiments in aluminum foam we plot

the peak observed pressure in the anvil against the quantity

10

{p0

where I is the thickness of sheet explosive converted to momentum den-

sity according to the relation 0.016 inch of explosive (EL-506D) equals

I X 104 taps, I is the original foam thickness, and A,0 original foam den-

sity. In Fig. 4 we have tried to allow for errors in effective foam

thickness arising from the obliquity of impact, and for the uncertaintN



in the conversion factor between explosive thickness and input momentum

density by the addition of horizontal uncertainty bars through the data

points.

All data points in Fig. 4 stemming from open-cell aluminum 4i eTr

a straight line; that is, within the ranges of parameter variations

studied , peak pressure passing into a wall depends linearly upon I0/ o01.

It is probably oversimplifying to draw a single straight line through data

points for such a wide variety of densities of foams; but certainly dis-

tention does not sharply affect the relation between peak pressure and

I 0/pol. Figure 4 may show a small difference due to the closed- or open-

cell structure. Furthermore, the value of Io/pol at which the main wave

stops just short of the wall is near the intersection of the straight

line mentioned above and the pressure level induced in the anvil by the

forerunner. In the figure this intersection lies between I0/0'1 = 1.95

and 2.7 x 10' cm/sec for 1.4 g/cc closed-cell aluminum and below

1.6 x 104 cm/sec in 0.9 g/cc open cell foam.

In Fig. 5 we have similarly organized experimental results in poly-

urethane, beryllium, silica, and two kinds of graphite. All experiments

providing information for Fig. 4 were 2-D- in Fig. 5, despite the fact

that values of momentum and foam thickness are not strictly comparable

between I-D and 2-D experiments, we have included data from I-D experi-

ments described earlier 2 (Shots 9155, 9180, 9216, 9228, and 9217 in poly-

urethane, and Shots 9325 and 9345 in silica) aswell asdata from 2-1) shots.

Values of input momentum for 2-D experiments were calculated by means of

the theory described in Section 3E below. For I-D experiments input

momentum was computed from measured flyer speed and mass.

Polyurethane (0.67 g,'cc) data from the three I-D experiments can

easily be represented by a str.ight line which crosses the ordinate for

forerunner strength in the anvil at 1 o 1 A 0 1.98 1 10' cm. se . Except

for Shots 8775 and 8863 the 2-1) shots in this material give results con-

si.•tent with this straight line. We do not know the reason for th" ito-

consistent results from Shots 8775 and 8863; they may indicate breakdown

of the scaling law in the region of high thicknesses and momenta.

Since the excursion of the anvoi mirror due to the maeti mve in ,atp, 87"1 and I86, eaea unhancd ed
coincidence with the first reverberation in the anvil of the forerunner. the woluhits (r Cein gave
peak strength reported earlier 2 have been reduced by forerunner streneth (I kbar) in Fig. ,.

20
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Judging from the one experiment in 0.335 g/cc polyurethane (Shot 9228),

in which there was no main wave, the line samnmarizing peak pressures may

lie signi ficantly to the right of that for 0.67 g/cc material.

A strong anomaly appears in the silica data represented in Fig. 5.

Shots 9325, 9893, and 9891 are consistent in the sense established above

for polyureihane and aluminum; there is a linear relation (Silica 1 in

Fig. 5) between peak anvil pressure and the quantity Io/Po1 that indicates

the main wave is just held 6ff the wall near Jo/Pol 0 1.24 ) 104 cm/sec.

But data from Shots 9931, 9893, and 9345 seem to fall along another wholly
different line (Silica 2 in Fig. 5) which does not cross the ordinate for

forerunner strength at any point in the first quadrant. A degree of con-

sistency would arise from discarding the results of Shot 9931 but we know

of no reason that experiment should not be considered. We propose as a

tentative explanation that the value of the quantity 10/P.l corresponding

to emergence of the first wave from main wave just at the wall may sepa-

rate regions of different rates of change of peak pressure with 1o/PoI.

Shot 9325 had no forerunner; Shot 9931 did. Since the forerunner draws

off momentum from the main wave, it is reasonable that peak pressure

falls faster with increasing foam thickness in the neighborhood of the

first appearance of the forerunner than elsewhere.

Results in both kinds of graphite are consistent in the sense de-

scribed above. ATJ graphite (1.73 g/cc) stops the main wave at

I 0 /pol ! 0.7 x 104 cm/sec; PT-0114 graphite (1.1 g/cc) at
Io/Po1-f'I 0.4 x 104 cm/se. Neither of these crossings is confirmed by

experimental data from shots in which the main wave is completely held

off the wall.

A straight line through the two data points in beryllium crosses

the ordinate corresponding to forerunner strerigth at0/,fr0 l0.2x 104 cm/sec.

As in graphite this generalization of foam "stopping power"is tentative.
Since the forerunner broke away from the main wave very close to the

wall in Shot 10,446, the line summarizing the beryllium information in

Fig. 5 may be less steep than it would be if there were data for higher

values of the abscissa.

Experimentally observed momentum information, extracted from Table I

and Fig. 3 and Rempel, 2 is collected in Table 4. Reports by Abrahamson

that explosive impulse delivered to a slab lying against sheet explosive

depends on the density of the slab have led us to convert thickness of

23



'fable 4

EXPERIMENTALLY OBSERVED IMPULSE GAINS

xINPUT IMPULSE
MATERIAL, NOMINAL MOMENTUM IMPULSE IN SMEAR GAINDENSITY, SHOT NO. DENSITY, CAMERA RECORD, 1RD104EtIY,) (104 taps) IR

Polyurethane,
(Polytron)
(0.67 g/cc)
9832* 3.1 2.4, incompletef -
9833 3.1 2.35, incomplete
8863 3.1 2.5, incomplete

91,J (1-D)§ i.1 1.6, incomplete --

9180 (I-D) 1.1 0.9, incomplete --

9216 (0-D) .2 1.], incomplete

9217 (-D) 1.1 1.2, incomplete --

Polyurethane
(C-P-R)
(0.71 g,'cc)

10261 (standoff)z 0.05 Q.i5 1.3

10331 (standoff) 0,()4 1.3 1.6
(109°C)

10332 (standoff) 0.9( 1.3 1.3

Average 1.3
Open-cell
Aluminum
(0.7 g/cc)

9809 1.0 1.2 1.2

AOen -ceIll
Aluminum

(0.9 g/cc)

9800 1.6 2.3 1.4

9801 1.6 1.5, incomplete --

9802 1.6 0.84, incomplete --

9803 0.94 1.1 1.2

AOen-cell
Auminum
11.4 g/cc)

9930 1.1 1.1 1.0

9932 1.6 1.2, incomplete --

Closed-cell
Aluminum
(1.4 g/cc)

9892 1.1 1.05 1.0

9894 1.6 1.9 1.2

Silica
(1.0 g/cc)
9891 0.72 0.1, incomplete --

9893 1.1 0.6i, incompl,,te --

9931 1.1 1.2 1.1

9345 (I-D) 0.68 0.52, incomplete --

24



Table .1 concrluded

I NPUTr IMPULSE
MATERIAL, NOMINAL MOMENTUM IMPULSE IN SMEAR G(AIN

DENSITY, SHOT NO. DENSITY, o CAMERA RECORD, t R IR
(104 taps) (104 tais) I0

Graphite,
(ATJ)
(1.7 g cc)

10082 1.0 1.2 1.2

!0084 1.0 1.3 1.3

Graphite,
(1T 0114)
(1.0 gcc)

10035 1.0 1.2 1.2

10036 1.0 1.2 1.2

10037 0.66 0.58, incomplete --

Beryl I ium.

(l.1 g,,cc,,

10446 (standff) 1.12 1.4 1.3

10453 (standoff) 0.64 0.56 0.87

I- Average 1.0

Notes:

10 = (t/0.016) 104 taps where t is explosive thickness in
inches for all shnts except those marked standoff and I-D.
When the impulse in smear camera record, IR, is marked

"incomplete" the record was broken off by reverberations in
2-D shots or by driver arrival in I-D experiments before
pressure returned to zero at the foam-anvil interface.

For l-D shots -- (t' /0.020) 1.13X 104 taps where t is
flyer thickness in inches. Descriptions of these experiments
and of Shot 8863 appear in Rempel.i

:When standoff used 10 is calculated from the Gurney formula
by treating flyer as a free plate.

EL-506D sheet explosive to input momentum density I 0 in two different ways,

depending upon whether the explosive impact drives the aluminum flyer alone

and the impact, on the foam is secondary, or whether barrier and foam are

arranged in contact with each other before detonation. Unfortunately,

the camera records of the pressure histories in the l-D experiments, in

which input momentum is more accurately known than in the 2-D shots, were

interrupted before pressure returned to zero at the foam-anvil interface;

so all our observations of impulse gain depend on uncertain values for

input momentum I0. The table does furnish evidence, however, that the

momentun gain, the ratio of observed impulst- in the anvil 1. to I0, is

lower for 1.4 g/cc aluminum, both open- and closed-cell, than for any

other material except possibly silica, and that the gain for polyurethane
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is higher. If the foamed aluminum and beryllium lock to crystal density,

it is certainly reasonable that their shock impedances are the nearest to

that of steel of the materials tested. Locked silica also probably has

a relatively high shock impedance. Taking shock impedances m1 and m 2 of

impacting plates as constants, the momentum gain in tht' forward direction

is 2m2 /(m 1 + Mn2 ) if M 2 is the impedance of the plate initially at rest.

It is clear that our results for gain generally vary among themselves in

the way expected from this formula.

Just as we related certain features of the forerunner to quasi-static

compression data by a theory of double shock structure, we seek bases for

forecasting such important characteristics of the main wave as peak pres-

sure and total impulse or wave shape. We have developed three theoretical

tools for this task: a simplified characteristics method, 1' 2 a more com-

plete characteristics method, and the (Q) method of artificial viscosity. 12,t13

As data for use with these tools we have the value of the unfoamed den-

sity of the material constituting the foam and the values of final strain

in quasi-static compression. As a check on these values foam samples

under shock compression were flash X-rayed, but due to edge effects both

in the compression and in the X-ray beam passing through the locked mass,

the results have so far been difficult to interpret exactly, although

they clearly show compression to near undistended density behind the

main wave.' 2

For several foams the simplified characteristics theory predicts

approximately the greatest value of the quantity 10 /po 1  corresponding to

the transmission to a wall of the forerunner without the main wave. We

calculate the particular value S of Io/pol corresponding to collision of

the locked wall reflection and the oncoming locked wave at the time t

when pressure and particle speed jump in the main wave disappears: 14

_ _ 1 1o -
S = U,[VO V V1] ___ __ _______0 V "

yI (+ .V (1)V V1

In this formula V0 n initial specific volume, V, M locked specific volume,

V - specific volume in the forerunner, and U, = forerunner speed. In

theory when I 0/A,0 1 - S, there is a seeond pressure pulse delivered to the

wall, but the rate of reduction of peak pressure with foam thickness In
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the neighborhood of 1o/PoI = S is high and experimentally it is a good

estimate of conditions needed to avoid the main wave.

Except for premature but unimportant interruption of the record,

l-D Shot 91552 produced an excellent pressure history (Fig. 6) and we

can use our study of it to illustrate many general features *of our find-

ings. First, we chose an elastic pressure-volume locus of the slope and

peak pressure to give the observed forerunner stress in the anvil (1 kbar)

and the observed forerunner speed (1.65 mm/,sec), and to give the original

foam specific volume 1.515 cm 3/g. Next by calculations with the simple

theory we found a locked specific volume which predicted the observed

time interval between first and second wavefronts (i.e., 1.7 to 2 .6'Lser)

a good compromise value is 1.0 cm 3/g.1 5 Next we chose a value for wave

speed in locked foam which would give the observed value of the time in-

terval between the main (B) and reverberation (C) wave; this value can

be 2.11 mm/4sec. By assuming the locked equation of state is a straight

line passing through the point P = 1 kbar and V = 1.00 cc/g with slope

related to assumed shock speed in the locked mass, we then had an energy-

independent equation of state (Fig. 7). (Actually for umimportant reasons

the slightly curved, solid line in Fig. 7 was used in the Q-method calcu-

lations; the straight, dotted line described in the text was used in the

computations by characteristics.) Using this eqiation of state for the

foam and a simple straight line P-V equation of state for the aluminum

in the flyer, we carried out calculations graphically by the character-

istics method and electronically by the Q-method. Pressure and particle

speed distributions resulting from these two methods at time 2.47 asec

after flyer impact are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. Since the characteri st i cs

and artificial viscosity solutions agreed closely, we used the artificial

viscosity method to compute the pressure history in a rigid wall behind

5 mm of the foam whose equation of state is represented in Fig. 7. This

history is shown in Fig. 6 alongside tle observed history.

There are a number of striking and obvious discrepancies between the

two curves of Fig. 6. About 10 percent of the peak pressure by the

Q-method can be attributed to the false assumption of rigidity in the

wall. To get better agreement shock speed in the locked material would

have to be lowered to about 0.9 mm/4sec which would, of course, separate

the B and C fronts far beyond the observed relation unless we attribute

to the reverberation front a much higher speed during its retrin from the

flyer than during its trip from wall to flyer. This is quite reasonable
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FIG. 6 OBSERVED PRESSURE HISTORY IN ANVIL CONTRASTED WITH
THAT FORECAST BY ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY - SHOT 9155
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FIG. 7 LOCKING SOLID EQUATION OF STATE
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FIG. 8 PRESSURE PROFILE IN A FOAM ACCORDING TO METHODS OF
CHARACTERISTICS AND OF ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY
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FIG. 9 DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE SPEED IN A FOAM ACCORDING TO
METHODS OF CHARACTERISTICS AND ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY
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but would involve a serious modification of the equation of state. The
relaxation behind the C front seen in Shot 9155 is much slower than that

calculated, but this discrepancy could be removed by alteration of the

equation of state to provide gradual isentropic relaxation from the locked

state (P = 1 kbar, V = 1.0 cc/g) to some state near (P = 0, V = 1.515 cc/g).

Neither the characteristics method nor the Q-method is expected to give

information on shock width, of course, but the rise time in the main wave

is unusually long compared to ordinary materials, and the pressure plateau

behind the main wave is completely unexpected. Since waves in the flyer

make between three and ten round trips each microsecond, there should be

a pressure gradient across the locked foam layer, and we expect as a re-

sult to see a gradient behind the main wave in the anvil.

The pressure plateau is frequently but not always found in experi-

ments involving polyurethane, silica, and aluminum but never in graphite

where steady pressure relaxation is the rule, The phenomenon is partic-

ularly striking in Shot 9931 in silica, Shot 9803 in aluminum, Shot 10,446

in beryllium, and Shot 9832 in polyurethane (Fig. 3). Both the unusually
long rise time in the main front and the plateau must be connected with

the porous nature of the material, although there is the possibility in

some experiments of an interaction between main wave and a simple com-

pression wave moving back into the foam from the wall after forerunner

arrival. This would give the appearance of a thick shock front. (Shots
9800, 9801, and 9809 in aluminum showed slow rises to main wave pressure

in the absence of a forerunner.) Since graphite is porous but shows no

main wave plateau, there may be another factor or factors contributing to

the flatness.

Since there are pores against the anvil and since the full pressure

in a wave cannot be passed into the anvil until these are closed, rise

time may be simply this closing time. Pores in 0.67 g/cc polyurethane

measured microscopically are 0.3 to 0.6 mm in diameter; since locking
wave rise time in Shot 9155 is 1.5 asec, a 0.2 mmi4sec particle speed

would be needed to close all the pores during rise time. This is indeed

the particle speed expected behind the main wave at the time of its ar-

rival at the anvil, see Fig. 9 for example.

As the main wave becomes stronger its plateau character tends to be-
come less pronounced (Shots 9894, 9809, 9800, and 9932 in Fig. 3). This

is reasonable because the lack in uniformity in porous material becames

less important as shock and particle speeds become more nearly alike.
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By comparing the results of a few very simpl,, calculations with

observed peak pressures, it can be shown that the so-called -,locked

states" in aluminum and beryllium, as in polyurethane, do net have the

same shock impedances as do the same materials in undistended form. Th,

disparity appears to be greater for light-weight foams than for the more

dense. If the impedance of both solid aluminurm and beryllium is assumed

to be 1.60 " 106 g cm- 2  sec-: and the impedance of steel is 2.25 x 10'

g cm 2  sec 1  and if it is noted that all the material (including flyer)

behind the locking front moves at nearly the same speed. we can calculate

a lower bound to the pressure expected upon meeting of steel wall and a

main wave front behind which the aluminum or beryllium is in the normal

undistended state. In cases where there is a forerunner ahead of the

main front we subtract from the total input momentum the momentum passing

into the steel before main wa~e arrival and in computing the mass of

locked material we neglect the mass piled up at the wall by the fore-

runner. To estimate the lower bound we also neglect the pressure behind

the main front just before impact. Comparisons of these calculated lower

bounds with experimental observations are shown below:

ESTIMATED OBSERVED tIPPrIR Bo"D oN
MATERoIA. It0SR BRNND PEAK OBsFR%,ED I MPEDA'(E SHOT NO.

ON PRESSURE PRESSUiRE
(kbar) (kberi I g em 1 c e se

t)" E \| ... ) 2&,, e, I) 2- $00t)

t) C ct W M)-AiI 0 4. gill1

c 'J g cc tD-oi 8t ); 0

1 4 r cc %Mi)-ki A0 h I 0 4

I tcc %W)-AD I I tT N 0

i I t ¢ Iti 12 li e &01' I l' 4; A,

The fourth column above contains %alues of shock impedanre computed from

the obser~ed interface prer:;.••ii.v (in the third volumn) and the foregoing

assumptions. Actual impedances in the locLd foam should be lowrr than

entries in the fourth- column

Graphit', especifll% the ATJ. appear% to fe more nraily ttuly

"locked" behind th, mai wave than an- if the above materials
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ESTIMATED OBSERVED
A LOWER BOUND PUPPERBOUNDONMATERIAL NER PEAK OBSERVED IMPEDANCE SHOT NO.ON PRESSURE PRESSURE

(kber) (kbar) (106 g cm' 2 sec- 1 )

1.1 g/cc C-PT0114 6.7 3.9 0.29 10,035

1.1 g/cc C-PTO114 4.3 2.0 0.22 10,036

1.1 g/cc C-PT0114 2.7 1.3 0.25 10,037

1.7 g/cc C-ATJ 5.75 5.7 1.6 10,084

1.7 g/cc C-ATJ 3.5 2.6 0.39 10,082

Estimates above are based on an assumed undistended impedance for carbon

of 0.55 x 10' g cm" 2 sec-1. This better agreement between estimated and

observed pressures may be connected with the more conventional wave shapes

seen in graphite and noted earlier in this report.

Choice of an assumed "locked" impedance for 1.1 g/cc silica is not

so clear but if we take that of a quartzite, 1.63 x 106 g cm- 2 sec-1, we

find:

ESTIMATED OBSERVED UPPER BOUND ON
LOWER BOUND PEAK
ON PRESSURE PRESSURE OBSERVED IMPEDANCE SHOT NO.

(kbar) (kber) (106 6 cm- 2 sec-l)

1.8 7.0 0.445 9,325

8.8 2.4 0.295 9,893

7.5 2.2 0.33 9,345

C. THE BEST FOAM

In our present terms, the best foam holds the peak pressure on a

structure stemming from an impact carrying a c'rtain momentum density

below a certain limit by adding the least mass per unit area to the

structure. The choice of the best foam may also depend on environmental

conditions, the properties of the protected structure, and other factors

not considered here.

When momentum is deposited in the foam layer instantaneously, the

full forerunner stress (greater than the characteristic pressure P, be-

cause of reflection) will be felt in the structure. In other cases it

may be possible to hold the peak stress below this level but it is not

likely these cases will be of practical interest when protection by the

use of elastic-rigid foams is sought. The least stress that can be ex-

pected then is what we have called forerunner pressure in the anvil.
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Of the foams studied, polyurethane is the best in the sense of the

above definition. Its ability to stop the main wave is the highest, and

the rate of increase of peak pressure with increasing 10/plo lowest

(Fig. 5). Judging from the relative independence of 1.1p.1 on foam dis-

tention seen in Fig. 4, the demands of a structural tolerance lower than

the forerunner stress of a given density of polyurethane would better be

met by increasing the distention of polyurethane instead of substituting

a material such as graphite with a lower forerunner pressure. The effect

of distention on foam effectiveness is less than the effect of the kind

of material (within our range of materials). The single data point from

0.33 g/cc polyurethane (Shot 9228)2 indicates that the effect of disten-

tion may be greater in polyurethane than in aluminum, but in our exper-

ience it is true that the influence of distention on foam quality is less

than the effect of kind of material. Polyurethane, however, has a greater

tendency to rebound (thus increasing momentum delivered to structure)

than have materials of higher shock impedance.

We have had fair success roughly judging peak pressures in widely

different kinds of foams from the calculated values of the quantity S.

This success may possibly become greater as more accurate values of the

parameters upon which S depends become known. In Table 5 appear the cal-

culated values of S and the observed values of lo/Pol - S' separating 1-

and 2-wave shock systems. Also listed are the parameter values used in

the computation of S. This scheme is useful only in locating the general

area in aplot such as Fig. 5 in which to expect observed peak pressures.

Table S

CALCULATED AND OBSERVED STOrPING POWER OF FOAMS

MATERIAL U6 Pe V0 VI S S1

(mngspee) (hbar) (cc/c) (ce/g) (104 cm/ace) (10' Cm/8ec)

Polyurethane 1.65 1.0 1.SIS 1.00 2.2 1.6 -2.4

Aluminum 0.77 0.28 1.05 0.37 1.15 •l.b
(open-cell)

Aluminum 2.3 2.0 0.715 0.37 2.1 1.95 -2.7
(closed-cell)

Silica 1.35 0.65 0.95 0.50 2.0 1.25-1.35

Graphite (ATJ) 1.3 0.71 0.58 0.50 0.33 0.7547)

Graphit 1.0 0.70 0.87 0.50 0.85 <0.70PT0114)

Beryllium 2.0 I.5 0.83 0.55 1.3 <0.8
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D. QIASI-STATIC COMPRESSION OF FOAMS

Several cylinders of each of the foams studied were carefully diriten-

sion•d and weighed, encased in hollow steel cylinders, and compressed

hydraulically at a rate of 6,000 psi/'min. At ordinary temperatures stress

is linearly related to strain below a certain limit of proportionality.

At higher stress the rate of change of stress with strain becomes much

smaller until a point is reached at which this rate becomes zero (point

of inflection). As stress rises still higher, the rate increases again.

The compression curve in Fig. 10 shows results for polyurethane.

Data reduced from quasi-static testing appears in Table 6. The pre-

dicted elastic wave speed is Lhc square root of the ratio of the moduius

of linear compression to density. Some foam specimens were heated and

compressed at temperatures above ambient.

E. EFFECT OF HEAT

Although our experiments with preheated foams have been too few for

close calculation of the amount of change, it is clearly established that

heat tends to reduce elastic modulus, elastic yield, and forerunner

strength. One experiment with preheated closed.cell aluminum (1.4 g/,cc)

shows a considerably larger lowering of this strength than might be fore-

cast from the weakenirg of the static yield strength; the forerunner

stress in the an7,'Jl svems to be reduced more than 50 percent under pre-

heating from ambient to 318'C, and the static proportional limit, falls

only 30 percent under heating to 4260C. 16  In fact, the first wave stress

in the anvil is quite near the static yield of the heated specimen. As

a result, the value of S for this foam is reduced by preheating. Since

the measured peak pressure is higher as a result of preheating it. is also

likely the experimentally defined stopping power S' of the foam is lowered'

that is, if the more or less linear relation between peak pressure in the

anvil and 10lpo/ continues to hold in the preheated material, preheating

displaces this line leftward toward lower valucs of lo/i)ol.

The preheated foam also shows stress relaxation in the forerunner

similar to the relaxation seen in the unheated samples. Observation of

first wave speed in the preheated aluminum failed.

Preheating polyurethane does not seem to have so strong an effect

on shock behavior as expected from static observations; the decline in
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Table 6

QUASI-STATIC ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION OF FOAMS

PREDICTED YIELD (DMRESSIOI MODULUS
MATERIAL INITIAL TEST ELASTIC ELASTIC STRESS AT 15 kb AT 1.D5 Ub

L DENSITY TEMERATURE MODULUS WAVE SPEED 0.2% OFFSET A
(g/cc) (00 (kbar) (mm/asec) (kbar) (W) (kbar)

Polyurethane 0.660 Ambient 11.9 1,34 ± 0.07 0.331 ± 0.007 41.8 12.3
(closed-cell, 0.664 Ambient 12.9 1.40 ± 0.08 0.304 ± 0.007 41 Not measured
Polytron) 0.659 Ambient 16.4 1.5d ± 0.08 0.310 ± 0.007 41 Not measured

0.661 Ambient 12.3 1.37 ± 0.07 0.296 ± 0.007 41 Not measured
0.654 Ambient 12.0 1.35 ± 0.07 0.331 ± 0.007 43 Not measured

0.900 Ambient 21.6 1.58 ± 0.08 0.807 ± 0.007 17.4 0.711
0.667 120 4.57 0.830 ± 0.05 0.138 ± 0.007 47.5 32.40.668 157 - Neg1igible 51.5 30.8

0.893 120 8.76 1.00 ± 005 I0.372 + 0.007 27.3 12.5
0.880 200 - Negligible SI 31.4 37.6

Polyurethane 0.798 Ambient 17.8 1.50 ± 0,08 0.551 ± 0.007 27.8 8.07
(closed cell, 0.697 120 5.69 0.905 1 0.045 0.151 ± 0.007 45.2 13.9

CPR)

Aluminum 0.553 Ambient •- Very small -- 0.0172 ± 0.004 68.0 20.8
(open cell) 0.780 Ambient 6.61 0.936 ± 0.047 0.0276 ± 0.007 62.0 17.9

0.948 Ambient 6.51 0.826 ± 0.041 0.0690 ± 0.007 55.0 8.96
1.30 Ambient 56.5 2.08 ± 0.10 0.345 ± 0.007 34.5 8.68
1.30 200 23.6 1.37 ± 0.07 0.248 ± 0.007 36.8 10.9
1.30 426 16.9 1.14 ± 0.06 0.186 ± 0.007 39.0 8.82

Aluminum 1.41 Ambient 60.0 2.06 ± 0.10 0.759 ± 0.007 22.2 83.4
(closed cell) 1.43 426 17.6 1.11 ± 0.05 0.690 ± 0.007 27.6 41.9

Silica 1.02 Ambient 10.55 1.01 ± 0.05 0.165 ± 0.007 36.7 17.7
(first lot)

Silica 0.585 Ambient - Not measured -- 0.0552 + 0.007 60.5 27.0
(second lot) 0.931 Ambient 15.7 1.30 ± 0.065 0.0965 ± 0.007 42.5 17.65

0.945 426 7.86 0.915 1 0.045 0.206 ± 0.007 28.0 13.0

Graphite 0.975 Ambient 2.20 0.142 ± 0.013 0.0482 ± 0.007 50.0 35.8
(electrode)

Graphite 1.18 Ambient 13.1 1.02 ± 0.092 0.0551 ± 0.007 21,2 14.3
(PT-0114)

Graphite 1.78 Ambient 31.5 1.32 ± 0.13 0.497 ± 0.007 12.9 11.8
(00) 1.78 426 14.5 0.905 ± 0.090 0.504 ± 0.007 19.6 9.69

Beryllium 1.195 Ambient 56.5 2.175 ± 0.36 0.276 ± 0.007 15.0 10.6
1.215 Ambient 50.9 2.045 ± 0.04 0.641 ± 0.007 - Not measured

NOTES:

All specimens compressed into tight-fitting steel dies.

Uncertainty limits above refer to a particular measurement and do not include the likely
variation between samples.

All densities measured at ambient temperature.
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i
static strength is near 70 percent at 120°C, but the forerunner is weak-

ened by less than 40 percent in two experiments with preheated material."'

In these experiments main wave stress is raised from about 0.7 to 3.0 kbar

by preheating, and the peak pressure vs. I0/P 0I relation is displaced to

the left in Fig. 5. Although the effect of preheating on elastic modulus

at 120'C was strong, our investigation of the influence of preheating on

forerunner speed was inconclusive.

Preheating slows the forerunner pressure rise, and the effect was

more dramatic in our experiment with closed-cell aluminum than in our

polyurethane shots.
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3. MAJOR EXPERIMENTS

A. DESCRIPTION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL TECHNIQUES

In all experiments a detonation front in sheet explosive moving

normal to itself generated a line impact traveling across one face of a

thin slab of foam; the waves in the foam stemming from this impact passed

into a hardened steel anvil in close contact with the other side of the

slab. The resultant angular displacement of images reflected in a mirror

free surface on the anvil was photographed with a high-speed smear camera.

Because the waves meet the interface and the free surface obliquely, the

technique 2 is called two-dimensional (2-D). Figure l(a) illustrates both

the general arrangement and several special features such as flyer tilt,
anvil bevel, standoff, and foam taper which were used in various experi-

ments. (The figure shows the barrier on flyer plate tilted with respect

to the foam free surface. When sound speed in the foam is close to or

above detonation speed, this tilt must be used to achieve impact speed

higher than sound speed. This feature has not yet been needed in our

work.) Usually the surfaces and interfaces were parallel to each other.

When the foam pores are connected with each other, detonation products may

flow into the slab to confuse the response, so in every experiment except

the first two we put a thin, solid aluminum barrier (or flyer) between the

sheet of explosive and the impacted surface of the foam. When the effect

of preheating foams was studied, we wanted to insulate the explosive from

the hot foam as much as possible, so a 3/16-inch-wide standoff was kept

between barrier and foam surfaces by means of a thin paper spacer on edge.

In certain experiments we did not make the mirror surface of the anvil

parallel to the impacted surface, but beveled it to change the collision

angle between wavefront and free surface. As a means of measuring wave

speed in foam, in two shots we beveled or tapered the foam slab. Finally,
as a more general means of measuiing wave speed in foam, we let the ex-

plosive shock in every experiment interrupt reflection in a glass mirror

at the end of the detonation run. Figure l(b) illustrates this feature

and Table I gives details of each experiment. Since the value of the

rate of travel of the initial impact along the foam slab i. important in

41/i.4
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data reduction, we frequently put time-of-arrival switches on the free

surface of the sheet explosive.

To measure the angular displacement of the mirror we used an optical

lever arm3 generally about 20 feet long with a 40-inch focal-length lens

placed about 20 feet from the mirror. A typical smear camera record ap-

pears in Fig. 2 (Shot 10,331). The lines are images of points on trans-

lucent grid lines ruled at known separations on opaque glass covering one

end of an explosive argon light source. 5 The vertical scale in Fig. 2 is

computed from the grid line spacings and the optical distances in the ex-

periment; the horizontal or time scale comes from the known rotation

speed of a mirror in the smear camera. Two long, narrow, mutually per-

pendicular apertures ar... used in th, optical system: the larger is

usually 5/16 inch wide and stands between lens and mirror to limit the

reflection zone of a point in the source to a strip about 4 mm wide in

the direction perpendLular to the run of the detonation; the smaller

aperture, 0.05 mm wide, lies in the focal plane to pass on to the film

only light from essentially one point in each grid line. The mirror or

polished area of the anvil face is itself only 3/4 inch wide in a direc-

tion normal to the detonation travel but extends the whole length of the

anvil in the direction parallel to the detonation run.

Thus we see in the lines of Fig. 2 the result of a train of wave-

fronts sweeping across the steel mirror and moving successively into re-

flection zones for successive grid lines. The speed of this motion in

terms of distance on the mirror we call in this report "apparent wave

speed." To each effective light-source point and for each wavefront at

least two images correspond, one from the undisturbed reflection zone

and the second from the tilted zone at the end of the angular motion.

If the rise time in the front were zero, there would be only two images.

Because rise time is usually quite an appreciable part of a microsecond,

the sharp separation between these two images is not often seen. Judging

from the duration* of intermediate images in Fig. 2, the rise time of the

Time intervals between events in a wave train must be measured from horizontal distances in Fig. 2 be-
tween sloping lines drawn through images marking those events. After the mirror surface is tilted the
reflection zone of a given line is moved i- the direction opposite to the-detonation run; because of
the 2-D geoentry this displacement implies j change in origin of the time scale. By drawing atraight
lines through images of corresponding events fallis•g in Pucessive grid point loci we cun correct for
this shift in origin. When measured in the :oordinste system shown in Fig. 2, the slope of all lines
joining corresponding event-images is the apparent wave speed.
Ile time separation between the first appeareace of one and the lest of the other in this ideal case
depends on the width of a reflection zone, the separation of the two reflection zones, the apparent
speed of the wave along the virror, film sensitivity. and amount of light.
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FIG. 11 SMEAR CAMERA RECORD SHOWING FAST-RISING FORERUNNER --

SHOT 9832

forerunner or A-wave is at least 0.67 /zsec, and of the main or B-wave at

least 1.5 /isec. Presumably the forerunner rise time is much less in Fig. 11

(Shot 9,832) where the A-wave images are much more clearly separated.

Most likely the C-wave in Fig. 2 stems from the double reflection

of the main wave off the anvil and again off the barrier. The following

di;sturbances, A' and B', are reverberations of the first and second waves

entirely within the ar~vii. One part of the light-source cover is not

ruled but is completely translucent Light passing through there is re-

flected in Lhe glass mirror abutting the head of the anvil and, as is

seen above the g'rid lines in Fig. 2, exposes the top of each film until

the detonation of the explosive lying agatinst the glass mirror destroys

its sjlver s'irf~ce. The distance D oL, the anvil is read off the rali-

brared film record and is used to calculate average wave speed in the

foam as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). We have measured sound speed at sev-

eral temperatures in our hardened steel anvils (5.88 ± 0.01 mmi~'sec), and
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in this calculation we assume that all waves in the anvils move at that

speed. In all experiments using parallel surfaces, i.e., those not using

tapered slabs, beveled anvils, or tilted flyers, the apparent wave speed

is assumed to be detonation speed, i.e., 7.35 t 0.05 mm/Psec at ambient

temperatures, unless the apparent speed seen in the record does not agree

with this value within experimental error, in which case the apparent

speed seen in the camera record is uscd.

The interval A-A'(Fig. 2) generally marks the observation time

available in this method and depends on the anvil thickness. Useful ex-

periment time is, of course, also limited by the incoming rarefactions

from the sides of the foam slab and of the anvil which parallel the det-

onation run; in the experiment represented by Fig. 2, A-A' is about

8.7 uisec and the limit to useful time after A-wave arrival set by side

rarefactions is about 10.5 /sec.

If rarefactions from the ends of the anvil or slab are important,

in principle the camera records a change in either or both apparent wave

speed and stress in the same wave while detonation or impact is going on,

although if the effect is strong at every point within camera view this

visible change may be slight. There are a number of stages in designing

an experiment where these ending and starting edge effects can be avoided.

To establish the stability of the first wave in the anvil is simple: no

ending edge effect is possible and the anvil is made at least a cot ('

long, where a is the anvil thickness, cos " = r/D. c is sound speed in

the anvil and D is impact speed on the anvil. A wave moving at steady

speed P along the length of the anvil will be stable everywhere in the

anvil mirror beyond a distance a cot P, from the starting edge. 'There is

no eading edge effect for the elastic wave in the foam and the starting

edge release waves are outrun in a distance a' cot I' where a' is foam

thickness, cos 0' =U /D', and D' is the impact speed along the length

of the foam. After stability, of course, D = D'. Thus in our experi-

ments the forerunner should be stable after a run equal to

(a cot 0 + a' cot P') along the mirror. In an anvil 2 Inches thick and

with 0.67 gicc polyurethane 5 mm thick impacted by explosive lying

against it, this distance is 2.7 inches.

To discuss stability in waves trailing the forerunner, we will

imagine an impact moving at speed D along the length of a slab of thick-

ness a , wave speed of interest will be 1. but release wave speed will
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be in general I". Outrunning begins at a time after star' of Ir:,pat

t a 
" 

2 1

o 2) ( n it2 ) 2Dj K2 \ D" "

Also proportional to a" is the corresponding distance I,' along the unim-

pacted surface:

b t" "2 - a"- 2

Figure 12 illustrates these quantities.

ENDING EDGE D" / STARTING

WAVE FRONTN

b,- .

4 - SPEED VECTORS \

FIG. 12 OUTRUNNING IN A SLAB

A point a distance Z" from the start ing edge of the mirror will ,.

free of relief waves aroused )N thi s wave- at thhe starting edge for a

time interval .1

(Z + a 21) [Z" D" ,
01" - - ii t

or

- + 'to -z, r + t ,- )• z- }
Z"D

n 2
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Unless R" > t,"/[I - U"2,'j)"2]!/, -nd edge effect cannot inte-fere

with observations of the wave causing it. If such interference begins

at a distance g" from the end edge at time t" after the wave first

reaches edge, then

a
t -e

U" 1 2) +( "2 1 ,

and

2= t2t2 - a"2] t2

When R" < U/E[l - U"2/D"2]"•, the end edge disturbance begins a time

[a/U"] [ - U"2/1ID]'2 after first arrivai of the wave at the edge, and

moves from the end edge of the slab along the interface or the free sur-

face toward the start edge at speed R"[1 -RR"
2iU/T 2 + R-" ;D"s 1 -'l until the

distance

1 1!- 2 D-2j

-r +r 2

has been covered, when the disturbance slows. A point on the interface

or free-surface distant !, from the end edge *:ll be free of end edge

effect for a time i after the appearance there of the wave causing the

effect:

2 - ~

/'1 R'

Each of these quantities has a meaning both in foAm slab and in the ani .

also each maN have a distinnc t meaninq dependinng onn wh ich wave is consid-

ered. We will leave terms referring to the anvil unprimed, corresponding

foam quantities w.ilI be singly primed If the wave considered to be
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causing the edge effect is the forerunner or the main wave, torms will

carry the subscript I or 2, respectively. Immediately we can write

R, = f22  U1 = U2 and R,' - U' . If we are to make observations on the
main wave in the mirror at a distance Z from the starting edge. the mir-

ror surface must be "clear" of forerunner edge effect at Z until the

main wave reaches Z, and the foam-anvil interface must be clear of fore-

runner edge effect at

z Z - a cotO

until the main wave reaches Z'. However, in all practical cases, obser-

vation of the main wave will be limited by those release waves in the

foam behind the main wave, i.e., the condition for stability of the main

wave against its own rarefactions will dominate the condition for stabil-

ity against forerunner relief waves in the foam. Thus we require:

Z' > b1, or Z > b; + a cot 0,

and
a'(tan e; - tanO)

or >

Both U, and U' are average speeds for the particular experimental condi-

tions considered.

As an example we-will find the length of a steel anvil for use with

a 5-mm slab of 0.67 g/cc polyurethane. If the anvil is 1 inch thick,

a = 25.4 mm; other parameters are U 1? 5.88 mm/fusec, Ul = Ri = 1.65 mm~sec.

R' 2 mm/Maec, a' - 5 mm, and U; 1 mm/Msec. If the barrier or explo-

sive is in contact with the foam, D - 7.35 mm/isec. Thus forerunner

stability is reached (a cos 9 + a' cos 0;) 35.05 mm = 1.38 inches from

the starting edge. Equilibrium of the main wave at the interface comes

S2 - ; 6.6 .sec
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after the start, or a distance

, b2 ft 2 -2  2) = 12.3 mm = 0.485 inch

along the interface. The stable B-front will then first appear in the

anvil mirror

Z b' + a cot 0 = 46.2 mm = 1.82 inches

from the starting edge, but the forerunner stress ahead of it in this

region of the anvil will have been weakened by starting edge effect.

This will not destroy the main wave data but can be avoided by using

parts of the mirror yet farther from the starting edge. Such a region

must be clear for

a'(tan 0' tan 0') U21]
2= a 1 - an cos 1 2 D - tan cos- = 2.0 4sec

after the passage of the first wave; hence it will be found at distances

Z along the mirror satisfying the inequality:

u2 + t - + {U2 (r1 + t01 - ) + a2 ( -

Z -> T D D0D

D 2

in which

a

01 7.2 •sec

U( - a23)

b t2 U 2 - a2}V2 34 mm
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Thus Z '> 120 mm = 4.7 inches. For a 2-inch-thick anvil this clear area

lies beyond a distance

Z > 172 mm 6.8 inches

from the starting edge. Since reverberations in the anvil may be more

annoying than starting edge effect ahead of the main wave, frequently

this lower limit on anvil length has been ignored.

End edge effect. in locked foam influences the main wake at the inter-

face in the region within

g2 = I (R 't' 2 ) 2 - a,2 ] = 6.4 mm = 0.25 inch
92 2 ec2

of the end edge. Since a cot 0 > g; for both the 1- and 2-inch anvils,

this influence does not reach the main-wave ,jump in the mirror. In the

1-inch anvil the fast end edge effect extends a distance

aU 1
h = = 33.9 mm = 1.33 inches

D [ 2

D D2

from the end edge; and h, = 67.8 mm = 2.66 inches in the 2-inch anvil.

In this region the interval between a wave and its end edge reflection

is

-- 0.272ý < 0.272hi
D

that is, 9.22 u-sec when a = 1 inch and 18.4 p-sec when a - 2 inches. Out-

side this region the interval is of course longer. Since the main wave

follows about 2.0 p-sec behind the first, end edge effect will appear

ahead of the main front only for

S< D = 7.35 mm = 0.29 inch

Since an are.a of the steel mirror near the end edge was always

masked, fig. 2 show- no end edge influence on the first two wavefronts.

The anvil ised in Lhe experiment of which Fig. 2 is the record was 2 inches
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thick and 8V2 inches long in the direction of the detonation run. UInder

these conditions only the last nine or ten grid images, between the first

and second fronts, should escape rarefactions stemming from the start-

ing edge, but the record does not seem to show any effect of that kind

anywhere. We do not think this lateral release within the anvil is im-

portant in any of our experiments, and we have tentatively interpreted

an- such apparent relaxation of stress in the A-wave that we have seen

as arising from stress relaxation behind the forerunner in the foam18 -

due either to an internal mechanism in the elastically strained material, 9

or to sound waves moving from a free edge at speeds higher than forerun-

ne: speed.

For reasons not understood, A-wave apparent speed failed to coin-

cide within the uncertainty limits with detonation or impact speed in

three experiments, Shots 9,893 and 9,931 in silica, Shot 9,933 in open-

cell aluminum. In all three the first wave rose extremely slowly, so

perhaps either the experimental error was larger than expected or com-

ponents of the forerunner were subject to unknown edge effects. These

apparent wave speeds were lower than impact speed; a wave in the mirror

surface outrunning starting edge effect should be moving faster than its

stable speed.

If for 1.3 g/cc aluminum we estimate that U; = 2.5 mm//.sec and

R2 = 6.0 mm,//'Lsec, we find for a specimen 4 mm thick (Shots 9,930 and

9,932) that the main front will be stable at the interface a distance

46 mm or 1.8 inches from the starting cdge. In a 2-inch anvil this in-

stability should disappear about 4.5 inches from the starting edge, and

thus would not be photographed in our experiments. We cannot explain the

seeming contradiction between A-wave behavior in Shots 9,930 and 9,932:

in the first the B-front overtook the A-front, yet in the second, when

more explosive was used, a stable A-front appeared throughout the record.

I The lighter aluminum, t'ough, may be heavily affected by release

waves in the locked foam. Here we estimate U2= 0.8 mm/nisec and

R2 = 6.0 im/4sec. In a typical experiment a' 6.0 mm, hence

b2 = 493 mm = 19.4 inches; that is, the main wave may never outrun re-

lease waves behind it in any of our experiments with this material. Yet

the points in Fig. 4 stemming from these experiments do not seem far out

of agreement with points from heavier material.
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We do not know what part of the relaxat ion behind the B- front *,,'n

in the smear records should be attributed to starting edge effect.

Because of the toxicity of pulverized beryllium we impacted foamed

specimens of this metal within an airtight steel tank, a photograph of

which appears in Fig. 13. To help the containment, air pressure in the

tank was held below 500 At during the explosion. Both beryllium shots

were on beveled anvils, but the foam slabs were not tapered and the fly-

ers no- tilted because the expected high forerunner speed was not indi-

cated in preliminary static testing. The experiments were mounted on

the tank cover plate as sketched in Fig. 14.

B. QUASI-STATIC MEASUREMENTS

To make the quasi-static measurements reported in Table 6, we hy-

draulically compressed machine-cut cylinders of foam encased in close-

fitting steel dies. (Since minimum wall thickness was 3/8 inch, die

expansion was completely negligible in our tests.) Displacement and

pressure-sensing gages connected to remote writing equipment made a

simultaneous plot of stress in the hydraulic chamber vs. engineering

strain in the cylinder.

Without exception all the stress-strain relations in quasi-static

(0.172 kbar/minute), 1-D compression took the form shown for polyurethane

in Fig. 15: a seemingly straight or "elastic" region from zero to the

limit of proportionality, followed by a region of gradually falling sec-

ond derivative of stress with respect to strain. There is a point of

inflection when this derivative becomes zero, then a region where it

rises until the end of the compression. Most of our tests ended at

1.72-kbar stress, but in a few we went to over 4.14 kbar. Except in the

case of 1.4 g/cc ciosed-cell aluminum, density at 1.72 kbar is in the

neighborhood of that of the undistended solid; density of closed-cell

aluminum is only 2.39 g/cc at 4.14 kbar (crystal density 2.70 g/cc).

Points of inflection always fall below 1.72 kbar. To show the "locking"

nature of the compression, relaxation behavior is included in Fig. 15

for another sample of the same kind and approximately the same density

of foam. Preheating the specimen of foam generally lowers both the

elastic modulus and yield, as shown in Fig. 16 for polyurethane. The

Baldwin Prese Model MA1B operated at 6,000 psi/min.on the specimen.
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FIG. 13 CONTAINMENT TANK USED WITH FOAMED BERYILLIUM

"C" CLAMPS

VIEWING SLOT PLEXIGLAS WINDOW ( STEEL

COVER PLATE PLATE

RUBBER VACUUM

PAPER SPACER DETONATOR COPPER STRIPS

EXPLOSIVE WIRE LEADS (12)
EL-506D (12)

FIG. 14(a) EXPERIMENTS MOUNTED ON COVER PLATE
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1.002"

8f"

BEVEL

---- 5.982" 0.687"
00 46's tO

FIG. 14(b) EXPERIMENTS MOUNTED ON COVER PLATE
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, 2.0 1

0.67 g/cc POLYURETHANE (POLYTRON)

22J-" diam, 2" LENGTH

LOAD RATE 6,000 psi/min

1.5 -

1.0-I 1.0 - -

w

PROPORTIOA
0.5 - LIMIT -InI

O0 00 2 0 30 40 50

ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRAIN -% 4,c WI 6

FIG. 15 QUASI-STATIC COMPRESSION OF POLYURETHANE
INCLUDING RELAXATION
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2.0

POLYURETHANE

POLYTRON (067 g/cc)

C-P-R (0.697 g/cc) / I
/

LOAD RATE 6,000 psi/min,/

/ ,, I1.5/ I i

/ 'I

1.00

0.5 250C 1/,100

/ I

I-I

/0 // /
//

o I

0
0 iO 20 30 40 50 60

ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRAIN % -

FIG. 16 EFFECT OF PREHEATING ON COMPRESSION OF POLYURETHANE
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difference among the compression curves depending on the manufacturer of
the samples in Fig. 16 is typical of this material.

Most of the quasi-static properties we found in our foams appear in
Table 6. Predicted elastic wave speeds are simply the square roots of
the ratio of modulus to starting density.- Yield stress is defined as
the stress at which the departure from a linear relation between stress

and strain amounts to 0.2 percent of stress or strain. Also appearing
in the table are compression, the slope of the stress-strain curve at

1.5-kbar stress, and our measurements of sound speeds. Uncertainty limits
refer to the single measurements and not to the variation that is likely

among different specimens of the same kind and density of material. From
our values it appears that yield in silica is raised by preheating and

is little affected in closed-cell aluminum. Otherwise results are as

expressed in Fig. 16.

To assess the proportion of apparent stressarising in friction be-
tween the specimen foam and the wall of the die, we did two things: (1)

compressed various samples of the same polyurethane foam but of different
length-to-diameter ratios and (2) during very slow, stepwise compression
of aluminum in a special apparatus held lateral expansion to zero by in-

creasing hydrostatic pressure on the sides of the specimen. Compression

under various length-to-diameter ratios in polyurethane is reported in

Fig. 17; behavior of closed-cell aluminum under I-D strain has been
shown in Fig. 18 by points lying very c~ose to the elastic portion of a
stress-strain curve found from a die-held sample of the same material.
Quasi-static behavior at 425°C is included in the same figure. Differ-
ences between curves for various length-to-dianeter ratios in Fig. 17

are statistically significant but are seemingly randomly related to any
possible influence of die friction, which should increase with increasing

ratio. We think the effect of variation in sample properties probably

masks the friction effect in Fig. 17.

By making a die of smaller diameter we were able to reach higher
stresses during quasi-static testing of one specimen each of polyurethane
and closed-cell aluminum. Results showed the usual divergences from tests

to lower stress limits due to differences in the physical properties of

samples; but final strain reached in aluminum was considerably higher
than in earlier tests. Maximum stress was 4.35 kbar at which strain in

1.432 g/co aluminum was 40.5 percent (89.2 percent of crystal density)
and in 0.698 g/cc CPR polyurt, hune, 48.2 percent (final density 1.34 g/r').
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066 g/cc POLYURETHANE (POLYTRON)

LOAD RATE, 6,000 psi/mi m4f2 O0

NO diaom LENQTH Lid 0

I 252" i ' C•".,, 079'
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FIG. 17 COMPRESSION OF POLYURETHANE U"IDER VARIOUS
LENGTH-TO-DIAMETER RAT.OS
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2.0

CLOSED-CELL ALUMINUM
(MD-AK)

0 MEASUREMENTS WITH SPECIAL
1-0 STRAIN PRESS

1.5 - (HYDROSTATIC SIDE PRESSURE)

25C

U)1.0
(I)
wa 426*Ci,.o .J/•: Po" 1.40

0.5

0 _

0 10 20 30 40
STRAIN - % -4,,).7

FIG. 18 EFFECT OF PREHEATING ON COMPRESSION AND
ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRAIN OF CLOSED-CELL ALUMINUM
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Figures lq and 20, showing the temperature v ffec t on compressie

behavior in open-cell aluminum and graphite, respectixely%, are sIMnlal

to Fi-:s. 16 and 18 The curves above I.0-kbr stress shoA that thei, Is

considerable structural rigidity left in the foam eoen tbough the propor-

tional limit has been greatly exceeded, and that this rigidit\ is reduced

both below and above the limit hy heat. The pressure-volume equation of

state of in ordinary solid or liquid generally shows, of course, an op-

posite pressurp dependencc on temperature than that seen in these figure:i.

Figure 21. taken from compression data in silica, is then remarkable

above the static yield point in showing the direction of temperature-

pressure relation expected of an ordinary material. Sinre the apparent

"Griineisen constar" ,rresponding to the temperature dependence of

pressure in t",.s foam ir of the order of 0.2, i.e., approximately one-

tenth that of ordinary sF'ds and liquids, there must be some structural

weakening due to huatipg. (Pure silica fuses above 1,000°C. ) Except for

temperature of sampl- and die and slight difference in sample densities,

Lhe conditions of t.he tests leading to the two curves in Fig. 21 were

the sane. The samples were taken from neighboring locations in the same

large block.

C. EXPERIMENTS IN PREHEATED FOAM

To explore the effect of preheating on the shock response of foams.

the usual 2-D experiments were enclosed within asbestos insulating boxes

fitted with electrical heating wire. Power was slowly applied Lrtil

thermocouples on the free surfaces of both foam and anvil read the same

temperature. Figure 22 shows the arrangement of this apparatus. During

the heating, the flyer and explosive dra%n in Fig. 22, of course. were

replaced by an insulating cover; when a temperature slightly above the

wanted level had been reached the flyer and explosive were put in place

along with a cold, removable heat shield. With this precaution we never

found the temperature in the explosive just before initiation above 60WC.

However, because the explosive was hotter than usual, its detonation

speed was measured in every experiment involving preheating. (Results

are entered in Table 1 in the Apparent Wave Speed column. ) To reach

foam temperatures near 300'C we heated for approximately 1 hour with

800 watts.

Preliminary static work had shown which temperatures should have a

marked effect of foam behavior without melting or decomposing the material
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2.0

OPEN-CELL ALUMINUM
1.34 aO.04q/cc MO-AO

1.5
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u IO
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF PREHEATING ON COMPRESSION OF
OPEN-CELL ALUMINUM
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2.0

1.73 9/cc ATJ GRAPHITE

1.5 I

250C

1/.0
U) 4260C
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0
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STRAIN a% 46.3,-61

FIG. 20 EFFECT OF PREHEATING ON COMPRESSION OF
ATJ GRAPHITE
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SILICA
(ECCOFOAM -Si)

1.5 i

IC,
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF PREHEATING ON COMPRESSION OF SILICA
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or wholly destroying its elasticity; as a result we sought to preheat

0.67 g/cc po~y-Arethane to approximately 120 0 C, and 1.4 g/cc aluminum to

400'C. Seveua. t.chnical problems arose in reaching the higher tempera-

ture level: to find a glue* that would hold the curling and cracking

foam slabs on to the anvil at high temperature took some time; to avoid

deterioration of the quality of the anvil mirror it was vacuum-coated

with aluminum. (Gold did not withstand heating so well.) Also the

smear camera record from Shot 10,360 (318'C) is blurred by convection

currents in front of the anvil mirror; any more expertments at that tem-

perature level should be done with some sort of transparent heat isola-

tion between air in the heating box and air outside.

The preheated foam shots were Nos. 10,331and 10,332 in polyurethane (CPR)

and 10,360 in alumninum. Pertinent data and results are given in Table 1.

Polyurethane at about 115°C transmit-.a first wave reduced in strength

by about 40 percent, although the static yield at 120'C is lessened by

70 percent. Closed-cell aluminum, 1.4 g/cc, at 318'C shows a forerunner

stress in the anvil lowered more ,han 50 percent, while the static propor-

tional limit falls only 30 percent under heating to 426*C. Measurements

of average first-wave speeds in preheated material were inconclusive.

D. AFTER-SHOT OBSERVATIONS

Even though the smear record has a clear B-wave, specimens of the

polyurethane foam recovered from the experiment after impact show less

than 5 percent residual strain due to the explosively driven compression.

When the barrier or flyer is used, there is even no scoring of the struck

surface. Beryllium also shows little outward change or residual strain

after shocking. Aluminum foam is found compressed to near its unfoamed

density; silica and graphite (PT0114) have not been recovered. Samples

machine-cut from recovered specimens of polyurethane and aluminum foams

show the densities and sound speeds listed in Table 7. All specimens

in the experiments mentioned were subjected to a main or B-wave except

perhaps one, that from Shot 9,892. In the smear record from Shot 9.892

there is a pressure rise of considerable strength coming into the anvil

between the first and second reverberatians of the A-front in the anvil;

this second wave is probably a locking wave. Aluminum is recovered with

Epoxylits. C8644, trade na*e of Epoxylit, Corp., South El lonte, California.
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Table 7

AFTERSHOT DENSTTIES X1i1 SOUND SPEEDS OF FOAMS

AFTERSHOT TYPICALSATNPEK AFTERSHOT SOUND BEFORE
SHOT STARTING PEAK DENSITY SUD W R

NO. MATERIAL DENSITY PRESSURE DNI SPEED SHOT SOUND
(g/cc) (kber) (g/cc (mm/;Lsec. SPEED

± 8± 1%) (mm/-sec)

9808 P-C (Polytron) -0.67 1.1 -4.3 0.672 1.32

9832 P-C (Polytron) 0.645 5.0 0.673 1.29

Average 0.673 1.30 1.73

10260 P-C (CPR) -0.714 0.50 0.716 1.83

Average 0.716 1.83 2.11
1

9834 MD-AO 0.925 0.81 1.94 3.52

9835 MD-AN 0.927 not measured 3.02 3.62

9810 MD-AO 0.909 not measured 2.16 3.44

9803 MD-AO 0.960 1.6 2.06 3.03

9802 MD-AO 0.939 1.9 2.16 3.37

9801 MD-AN 0.95 5.0 2.30 3.20

9800 MD-A0 0.96 12.0 2.06 -

Average 2.10 3.20 2.54

9930 MD-AO 1.38 1.4 1.98 3.96

9933 MD-AO 1.28 8.1 2.32 2.36

Average 2.15 3.16 4.75

9892 MD-AK 1.445 1.49 1.90 3.48

4894 MD-AK 1.46 4.5 2.19 2.49

Average 2.04 3.00 4.60

9765 MD-A0 -0.76 not measured 2.21

9792 MD-N) 0.76 20.0 2.04 --

9809 MD-AD 0.688 6.6 2.10 --

Average 2.17

10082 C-ATJ 1.73 2.6 1.76 1.99

10084 C-ATJ 1.73 5.7 1.78 2.00

Average 1.77 2.00 2.32
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densities between 2.0 and 2.2 g/cc or between 72 and 82 percent of the

unfoamed density; during the experiments, of course, higher densities

may be reached.

After-shot sound speed (1.3 mm/Asec) in polyuruthane is markedly

lower than sound speed in unshocked material (1.7 mm/,/sec), but aluminum

is not consistent in this regard. Shocking seems to raise the final

sound speed in 0.9 g/cc aluminum but to lower it in 1.4 g/cc aluminum.

-Thin sections made from both impacted and unused polyurethane and

studied under a petrographic microscope show no differences except that

the section from the struck specimen appears to be birefringent. This

suggests the possibility of the existence of residual strain.

From flash X-ray shadowgrams we know that 0.67 g/cc polyurethane

does compress 40 to 50 percent under explosive impact. These pictures

show also that the compression lasts at least 17 usec after detonation,

E. VALUE OF EXPLOSIVE MOMENTUM

In those experiments described in Table 1 as having standoff, that

is, a space between the parallel flyer and foam surfaces, we can later

assign an accurate value to the starting momentum in the impact on the

foam by subsidiary measurements of the angle between the moving and still

portion of the flyer during like detonations. Without this measurement

momentum can be related to weights per unit area of explosive and accel-

erated plate by the Gurney 1' theoryt and G. R. Abrahamson's observations

* l
See Fig. 10. Fowles and Curran. Since detonation speed we& about 7.3 m/aec and the specimen wae
6 inches long. the time interval between the early and late stages of compression ias 17 Asec. Micro-
photodensitometer studies of the negative of thiý shadowsrom indicate a compression behind the locking
wave in the range mentioned above. This is the region of final strain seen in static compression to - 4kber.

fThis relates final plate speed V to the superficial charge or explosive density "C" and the superficial
plate deasitf %" as follows:

V.-0

0. * 0.2

In our work Vs i to. input omentum density to the foam and w* cam rewrite the above expression as

I. 0.6 ,1 + .(. ) T
0. 4 [3-

which often cam be approximated bya [

2 I

a 3 Go6a 0
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of the Gurney constant, Go; but since this constant strongly depends upon

the nature of the material accelerated by the explosive, the amount of

explosive momentum delivered tu a foam lying against the aluminum barrier

at the start of detonation is uncertain within limits.

For instance, a material of density 0.67 g/cc impacted by EL-506D explo-

sive, Abrahamson reports, has a Gurney constant, GO, of 1.88 ± 0.19 × l05 cm sec;

for aluminum GO= 2.31 ± 0.23 x 10scm/sec. To put 1 x 104 taps of impilse

into an aluminum flyer 0.012 inch thick as in our 2-1 experiments with

standoff, Gurney's formula requires a layer of EL-506D explosive 0.021 inch

thick (density 1.4 g/cc). For the experiments without standoff we can use

a weighted average value of ('0, i.e.,

-GOAIMAI + GOfmf
MAI 

+ Mf

where m refers to mass per unit area, subscript Al means aluminum, and

subscript f, foam. Thus when a 0.012-inch-thick flyer is used against

5 mm of polyurethane foam of 0.67 g~cc density, GO0 l.Q7 and the explo-
sive thickness to give 1 x 104 dyne sec cm- 2  is calculated as 0.0180 inch,

When the flyer alone is impelled, the thickness of explosive for tl,, saie.

momentum density in the same geometry is 0.022 inch.

Values of the abscissa in Figs. 4 and 5 are usual'ly uncertain on t)

scores: the foregoing theory does not give unchallenge'abl.' %alurs (if

input momentum density 10 in 2-l) experiments. and the loam thickness in

the (changing) direction normal to the shock front is unknown In plot-

ting points in those two figures froms the 2-0 -xperi-ento. w- have used

one constant ratio between explosive thickness and 1o for experi•ents

without standoff and another in experiments with standoff, and we have

overlooked the greater effective foam thickness due to obliquitv of the-

fronts; the horizontal bars through the points in the figures are esti-

mates of our uncertainties in these respects.

F FOAM UNIFORMITY

The rather wide scatter of the reduced data hows,. we think. the
importance of variation in physical properties among oren neaighorin•g

sites in one foam block. In the absence of evidence we •ee no reraonn to)

regard density as the only controlling physical characteristic but densit
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variations are widely found in foam specimens. We have made both X-ra.

and light shadowgrams through foam layers, and we have measured average

densities from small samples cut from neighboring sites. For example,

all specimens of the same kind and of approximate densities listed in

Table I were supplied in single pieces; there is no reason to believe

that the variation in average densities seen there does not extend to

each singie specimen as well. But if we traverse with a microphotodensi-

tometer the X-ray shadowgram, we shouid see important trends. Figure 23

"resulted from two traverses along different axes of a single shadowgram

through a 1-inch-thick slab of 0.9 g/cc aluminum. The density variation

vo -

09 -

IO I
*08

Z1.0 OAPERTURE SIZE

09

09

(b)
0? t I

0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 6
OISTANCE-itche a,

FIG. 23 MICROPHOTODENSITOMETER SURVEY OF X-RAY SWADOWGRAMS OF
A THIN FOAM LAYER

from place to place may be as much as 20 percent All aluminum foam

showed obvious outward marks of irregulariti in densit.. experialiv the

lighter density foam Other foams showed Iess variation

We probed our foamed beryllium sperimern.s ultrasonirall%. and here

again c-onsiderable irregularitv was found in .- und speed sathin one sample

Of four measurements at different sites in one plate 92 8% 0 216b
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the a-erage was 6.71 mm/'isec; the standard deviation, 0.40 mm #_sec. and

the greatest deviation from the mean, 0. 54 mm,'.se( . Of foar vI ItiderS

1 1/8 inch diameter, 1 inch long, the ratio of average density to sound

speed through the length of the sample was 1.52 A 10•6 - .6g se1in

the greatest deviation, 0. 16 x 10-6g sec/cm4; hence the correlation be-

tween average foam density and sound speed was not better than 10 percent.
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4. THEORY

A. GENERAL

In the three models used in calculations so far we have assumed a

uniform material into which the conventional 1-D shock discontinuities

run according to the conservatio;i laws. In all we have taken an equation

of state (in effect, a combined Hugoniot. and isentropic equation of state)

as a simple relation between pressure and specific volume, and, through a

linear "elastic" region of small compression in this relation, in all

have achieved breakup of a single strong shock into: (1) the fast forerunner

behind which strain is small and (2) the main shock behind which strain is

great. Entropy change, always concentrated in the main front, is not

important in calculation because all isentropes containing any state

behind the main front are assumed to coincide. In the simple model,

completely set forth by Fowlcs and Curran1 and Rempel, 2 the main front

is like a snowball, gathering more and mcre condensed foam behind itself

and moving slower and slower, with all parts of the gathered mass moving
.qt the same speed and having the same density. Both the other models

are slightly more sophisticated-but not more successful-in allowing

waves of small changes to move through the condensed mass.

In the following two sections we present the basic assumptions and

some results of l-D flow calculations by the method of characteristics

and by the method of artificial viscosity. The first yielded pressure

and particle speed distributions 2.5 4sec after impact in a foam half-

space struck by a thin metal flyer. The same distributions were derived

by the second method. Since the results compared closely and since a

code for machine computation by artificial viscosity was available,* the

method of artificial viscosity was used in an attempt to predict the

pressure history in the anvil during one of our 1-D experiment!..

In the characteristics method the Rankine-Ilugoniot jump conditions

are satisfied at the locking shock front behind which release waves

J 'See J. Erkman, Phase 2 of this report.
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reverberate. Interface states are found by standard impedance matching

J. techniques in the pressure-particle speed (P - u) plane. Locations of

fronts and interfaces are followed in the distance-time (x - t) plane.

In the problem considered the forerunner appears almost immediately upon

impact.

B. CALCULATION BY THE METHOD OF CHABACTEBISTICS

Figures 8 and 9 result from a graphical solution of the flow equations

carried out in the pressure-particle speed (P - u) and distance-time (x - t)

planes with the help of simplified equations of state. We tried to simulate

conditions in a 1 - D experiment, that is, a solid aluminum flyer plate

0.020 inch thick struck a polyurethane foam half-space at a speed of

0.08 mm/Asec. The foam's original specific volume V0 was 1.515 cc/g, locked

volume V1 at the elastic limit P, was 1.00 cc/g, Pe was 1.00 kbar, and

elastic speed Ue was 1.65 mm/Ftsec. The locked foam and the solid aluminum

had sound speeds, c, at zero pressure of 2.12* and 6.23 mm/"sec, respectively,

and both were given equations of state which were single straight lines in

the P - V plane,$ implying that rarefactions resulting from reflections of

shocks at free surfaces were discontinuities.

Thus if m is the slope of the equation of state, i.e.,

P
y evC 2 = V 1 2

V1 V1

and

Pe
M 

V1V - V1

(u is the particle speed, P, the pressure, and V, the volume), then waves

behind the locking front move at speeds

JUl ±u + VM2= ±u + c -- P
C

Slopes of characteristics for locked foam and aluminum in the P - u plane

are independent of the pressure:

Chosen to agree with earlier work using the method of artificial viacosity in which locked foam was
treated by an approximate equation of state for lucite.
Ilia equation of state for the locked foam is shown dashed in Fig. 7.
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V,1

- P
AP It ± u C

AuV , P 1".
l - 1

Pressure and particle speed in the foam behind the forerunner are related

by
17L

P u if P<P
V0

In the absence of a forerunner the relation between pressure and particle

speed just behind the locking shock in the foam is:

1V'
2 vV V0  + V1 + (V 0  - ,)2 + 4u 2  2

if P > P where
V0 - V1,

P

C (VI,)

When the locking shock in the foam is running into the elastically strained

region, the jump conditions and the equation of state imply immedinLely

behind the shock front:

(:)2 [ 2 '
P -2 21V'1 + , -2 + 2

if P <P <P

Figure 24 shows the relation written above between P and u and a few

of the early characteristics used in the solution of the problem stated.

This solution has not been taken beyond 2.5 ise,- of problem t imV.

C. CAI.CIiLATI ON BY TIHE METHOI) OF ART I Fl CI. Al. I SCOS I TY

In Figs. 8 anti Q (except In itthe forre runner front i t It,, f I l, s, iwen,1 l

bv the method of arti ficial viscositv (Q-method.sl "12 agr', Iise,-,1' I I It

* The coding for this calculation follows in st-st particulars that fm,,nd in Hermmnn ot lot.
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1.0
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PARTICLE SPEED, uv-mm/p/sec

FIG. 24 RELATION BETWEEN PRESSURE AND PARTICLE SPEED JUST BEHIND
THE LOCKED FRONT IN POLYURETHANE FOAM HALF-SPACE STRUCK
BY ALUMINUM FLYER

those found by the method of characteristics outlined in the foregoing

section, although because of the short time covered the test is not a

severe one. We think, however, our use of the Q-method to explore rapidly

the effects upon pressure history of certain changes in the equation of

state is valid. The only important difference in the forecasts of pressure

history between the two calculations lies in the slow pressure rise in the

forerunner front expected from Q-method. The artificial parameter Q is

also high in value in that region. We look upon it as a shortcoming of

the Q-method that results in regions of high Q o're wrong to some unknown

extent. Q is defined as

Q (q2IAul Acr)lAul I

where q and A are free numeric constants, 6u is particle speed difference

between adjacent cells of constant m.ass, c is loc'al sound speed, and V is

local specific volume.
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As seen in Fig. 7I, although the equation of state used for locked

polyurethane in the Q-method is more complicated than the simple relation

used in the characteristics method, the di fferences in t he pressure range

of interest are negligible.*

Although the distributions shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are uninfluenced

by it, a rigid wall at x = 5.0 mm bounded the fo~im during the calcula-

tions by the Q-method, and Fig. 6 shows ti~e prý,ssur.', history predi eted in

the wall by the same computation which gave rise in part to Figs. 8 andq.

There are a number of obvious points of strong disagr~enent between the

predicted and observed histories shown in Fig. 6. We would expect only

a 10 to 15 percent lowering of peak stress in tlie pre-fictior if we gave

to the wall the shock impedance of steel; we have sought to lower Ohils

peak further by changing the equation of state assumed for the lockee

foam in such a way as to lower its shock impedance, but this leads to a

longer time interval between B- and C-fronts (main and reverberation)

than observed. The rise time in the 8-front is increased slightly in t~ko

different ways- (1) by moving the point (1',,,P,,) down along the elastic

line halfway to (V. P0 ) and connecting (1',,P,) with (l ,.P1 ) by at straight,

line, and (2) by moving (V,,P,) along the elastic line to 0.85 kbar and

connecting to the existing equation for locked loam at P 2 kbar through

two second- degree arcs, meet inrg at [P =1 kbar. V (1'. + 1-) 21 %here'

derivatives 0/6'l on both arcs vanish. F Igure 2.5) ii11ust r ittes these modi -

fications. In both (1) and (2). the pressure hsr it; the rigid wall

begins a slow rise after an interval of const ant pressure. but the arri val

of the main front is still quite distinct, the fl-C Itit-irvai is 2 *Iser too)

long 'in case (21) but approximately us seen experimental lv In c-'Isr IL)

We can success fully~ dupl icate the failure of the any a I pressu re to ret 'arn

to zero within 8 i~src a fter A- front arri val liv -iioo'~i rg a relaxation pasth

for locked foam along the compression path. its for ex~mmpl e in (21.

None of the many P - 1- const itut ive relations tried so far biegins to re-

move ther clear pressure relIaxat ion bet ween t he R- and C-p;eaks, alt boughr

th-! two peaks can eastivli e made less dlistianct buat farther apart in time.

*It shoUd 1b, Motpd t&% hatse *%*das the Itt) sathod the OqUISt mOR rOPUPOemtPd t'i 9f,. swat Iwo M~PPIP-
swate4 b% thet stlausias of states sineg the line P -P betesos the P-4-s IV. P-1 ,i ai 1, r ft

the pfowassuoo of path* from thiso last~rardite *tat** CV #'f'. Pve#eiMr. ohl'ooophs to&.,.ks eal

to the path from 1 P I ) ti- (V 1. 1. *4ome of these x.*%f% is P...mble aSo of. opplarall.." -.f thr oth-d

nof- chrateas Aw
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FIG. 25 MODIFICATIONS OF EQUATION OF STATE FOR
Q-CALCULATIONS
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D. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS BY TIlE

SIMPLE THEORY

From calculated impact speed and from the peak stresses in the main

waves seen in three experiments with 1 - D symmetry, 21 we have tried deducing

consistent values for average shock speed in the locked foam. If our inter-

pretation of the experiments has been correct in locked 0.67 g/cc polyure-

thane, the calculations show an average shock speed increase from 0.8 to

1.5 mm/ALsec with stress in the range 2 to 4 kbar. The results of the cal-

culation can be seen in Table 8. The computation of those results is ex-

plained in the following.

Using the simple theory of elastic-rigid locking behavior (Fowles and

Curran, 1 and Rempei 2 ), the measured flyer momentum of the I - D experiments

in polyurethane, and the accurately measured forerunner speed in polyure-

thane, we explore the effect of assuming different values of locked density

until we find a range of values in each experiment that leads to calculated

time intervals between arrivals of first and second waves (A - B intervals)

falling within the range actually seen in the same I - D experiments. Thus

in column 6 of Table 8 appear the measured least and greatest values of the

A - B intervals, and in column, the calculated intervals corresponding to

each of the values of specific volume in column 8. We see that a locked

specific volume between 0.90 and 1.05 cc/g can always be found to produce

a calculated A -B interval to match any observed value. In fact 1.00 cc/g

is a good compromise; so we then calculate particle speed and stress behind

the locking wave at the moment of collision of the two locking waves by as-

suming the locked volume is 1.00 cc/g. Next, assuming the shock speed and

density stay constant within the locked mass after this collision and as-

suming shock impedanicc of steel is 4.62 X 106 g cm- 2 sec- 1 , we compute the

value of foam shock impedance corresponding to the observed peak pressure

of the main wave (column 7). From this we get the shock speed in column It.

(Sound speeds in two samples of this foam after being subjected to locking

shocks were 1.32 and 1.29 mm/lsec, Shots 9808 and 9832, respectively. As

noted elsewhere [Table 7] the recovered samples appear to have their original

average density.! Our experiments give us a verification of these inferred

speeds in locked foam because a third front is reflected back to the anvil

from the sharp impedance mismatch at the foam-flyer interface.

Entries in the last column of Table 8 show that the average reverrhr-

ation speed based on B - C intervals is much higher than speeds inferre'd
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from the computed speed of locked mass and the pressure induced in tht.

anvil by the main wave. Tie di sagreemint is so great %%e are led to doubt

whether the tii rd wave originates in the meet i ng of main wa~ e and anv I I

but wonder if it stems instead from a significantly earlier collision of

a wall-reflected wave and the main wave. If thit Is I-, true there should be

a fourth wave in our record of anvil motion, and there may have been irI

Shot 9217; the observation was broken off too soon. iHowever. it is [lot

likely we would have missed the fourth wave in Shot 015.3. Furtliermore.

if we argue that the fourth wave is not seen because the f arr, has bounced

off the anvil before the wave crosses the foam. we must dispute tle ac-

curacy or the pertinence of the record of Shot Q155 %hi ch shows pressure

held on the anvil for a long time after the third wave enters it (Fig. f)).

(It is theoretically possible for the locked foam to bounce off the steel

wall before tile fourth wave reaches it, provided there is substantial in-

crease in the shock impedance of locked material with higher pressu ri..

Another way to soften the contrast betteen columns 11 and I1 of

Table 8 is to assume that the pressure behind the main wave when it

collides with the wall or the wall ref'Ilt-tion of thc forerunner is no

greater than forerunner stress P,. Inder this assumption the shock imo-

pedance of the locked foam must be greater to gi ve rise to the obser,'~d

peak 3- pressure" but the resul ting increase in val tues of I in ,o limni I I

for Shots 0155 and 0217 amounts to only about 13 percent. Even takingi

pressure behind the B- front as zero does not Wholly reconcile colkirllllý I1

and I I.

E. FOA.\ EFFECTI V\ENESS AS A HiNCTION OF PARA~METERS

FIHOM TiHE.: SIMIPLE*' TIIEOHY

•%hin the mai ii wave froat strikes the i t alI re flect ion of the for,..

runner .iust as tile front disappeiars, accordingi to thle simple thiorN, the

peak pressure in the anvil is

P P, i l/2

where P, v stress in forerunner and 1' is tilie shock speed it tilie loik,'d

foam. If the begianiing foam tilil tknes is great enougih to make

1 1 So - . t hIt- re II et t eud wa e Aill pI ss t It rough t li i rvfa ititi it1 fa n

See Equotvan (1 I. Sectk4,n 2R.
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issuing toward the wall from the locked mass at time t*, and the second

wave on the wall will be elastic and will follow a relaxation of pressure.

In other words, for I slightly higher than that given above, the locked

mass is brought to rest with the exertion of pressure at forerunner stress

or below on the wall. The complicated calculation needed to express this

value of 1 exactly is not justified by the accuracy of the model, and we

consider S as giving the approximate "stopping power" of the foam for the

locking wave. Furthermore, if we write as a first approxiwation

VU, = K" U• ,

V0

where K probably depends somewhat on the kind of material making up the

foam, then P in Eq. (2) becomes the same for all materials which have

the same proportionality between distention aad rediction of elastic

speed due to distention. On this basis, then, S is the superficial mass

density of foam needed to keep pressure on the structure below the value

given by

P z P (1 K)

It is also the superficial density of foam at which increments of foam

thickness abruptly become more effective than at lower densities. Letrting

"(1% ~ K) and g -

we write stopping power S as:

'0
S (3)

1 ]l•

(The asterisk means the quantity is evaluated under ucondition,- ,•u-h that

the collision of the two locked masses takes place at time 0.) We ran

SAlthough they ore not ýofttluvltv as y'to ,,ut reso|ta in• n rb .--rP'I' *Iv•lu• 4,- n.t 10Sike tle, p•p" a %r

goo$ approsaa61t ion.
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thus express the stopping power as a function of three independent parameters

from the simplified equation of state. namely 1',, aandfi. If U, and V. are

held constant, a increases with increasing P,:/3, the only variable depending

on locked volume V1 , rises withgrowing distentior. U, itself, of course,

depends both on the slope of the elastic locus and the initial volume:

Ue :-
U Vo V

As either one of the'two variables a and 86 is varied through the range

o0 < a < P3 and 1% held constant, the right side of Eq. (3) has no maximum;

stopping power grows without limit witL both increasing distention and in-

creasing elastic pressure. If we take a' (V 0 - V,/V,)! and

/8 = (V 0 - VI/V 1 )!/ the result is similar, i.e.,

p• V

at

Other things being equal, stopping power increases with final specific

volume, slope of the elastic segment of the stress-strain curve, disten-

tion (V 0 - V 1 )/V 1, and elastic pressure.

In most foams increasing distentions generally implies falling P and

modulus, so there may be an optimum distention which must be found from

empirically determined relations between elastic properties and distention.

As an illustration of this procedure but not as a demonstration of actual

optimization in polyurethane, we will write empirical relations between

yield stress and initial density and bctween modulus and density based on

the static measurements of Lindberg, Gates, and Baer2 in lightweight

polyurethane:

V0 - V V0

V0

K 2
P -T1+

0V

where

K, 14.15 x-01cm2 /sec 2  A 2 -1.65 x 10 9dyne/cm2

K., 4.74 x 106cm 2/I.e.2 B -0.674 " lOadyne!cm2
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Equation (3) becomes:

fVio V1\
(K2 4 BVQ) --

S~S \V°

V 0 -V I K2 ±BV ~ 0Y K 0B
K + I o \ + 0)

We seek maxima in this function of Vo so that P K2 /V0 + B < P, or

V0 > K2/(P.. - B). We are, of course, limited to: V0 > V1 -

is the most P6 can be, if the second pressure jump due to the col-

lision at t* is to bring the peak stress in the structure just up to some

previously specified liimit. If V, = 1.0 cm 3 /g andP.. = 1.0 kbar, the second

inequality controls, and in the range 1 < V0 < 7 the function S has a broad

maximum between V0 = 2 and V0 .= 4. How I in the tabulation shows the behavior.

r0 CM3/g) 1.0 1.03 1.5 ,.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.04

I 10- 4S( cm/sec) 0 0.922 1. 105 1. 16 1.08 0.922 0.680 0
II 10- 4S(cm/sec) a 1.31 1.57 1.79 1.90 1.96 1.99 2.02

III 10-4S(cm/sec) 1.79 1.77 1.48 Imaginary 1 _ I
Setting A = B =0 may make the relations between distention and the forerunner

parameters more nearly correct and has the effect on S seen in Row ll. (The

theory and constitutive relations break down as V0 -1.0. ) Row III, which also

shows little influence of distention on S, is calculated from a different set

of linear relations between modulus and yield stress on the one hand and V0 on

the other. Here quasi-dynamic data for 0.67 and0.335 g/cc polyurethane is

used, specifically P, = 1.0 and 0.15 kbar, respectively, and U1 - 1.6

and 1.3 mm/Asec, respectively. These values of P apd the values of U for

0.67 g/cc material are reported byRempel 2 from shock measurements. The value

of U. for the lighter polyurethane is reiated to quasi-static compression infor-

mation also reported byRempel. Thur A = -5.7 x10 9, B = --0.7 x 109 dyne cM-2

K, = 33.7 x 109, and K2 = 2.54 x 109 cm 2 sec- 2 for Row III.

It is possible foam effectiveness is not highly sensitive to distention.

Figure 4seems to confirm that distention over the range used in our experi-

ments has relatively small bearing on pressure attenuation effectiveness of

aluminum foam. The single point in Fig. 5 from 0.335 g/cc polyurethane

(Shot 9228) does not appear to be in good agreement with this conclusion.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Good methods* exist to estimate shock response of' certain elastic-

rigid foams at very high pressures when no forerunner is present, and at

very lowv pressures when no locking wave is present. For the intermediate

region of pressure (approximately 0.1 to 6 kbar), when both waves are

present and of the same order of magnitude, predictions are less reliable

and, in our experience, values forecast of pressure in this region based

on general theories are too high. From cor:siderations of pressure wave

shape we believe this anomaly may be related to the porous nature of the

foam. We have, however, experimentally measured peak pressures trans-

mitted to a steel wall to about 6 kbar, found conditions for double-wave

structure, and observed wave shapes produced by impacts carrying momentum

densities in the range 0.6 to 3 x i04 taps in 0.7 to 1.4 g/jrc aluminum,

0.67 g/cc polyurethane, 1.1 g/cc beryllium, 1.1 to 1.7 g/cc graphite, and

1.0 g/cc silica foam.

Predictions of pressure histories in the general theories are based

on statically measured densities and dynamically measured forerunner

speeds and strengths. In the materials studies, forerunner speeds can

be related to statically measured moduli within ± 15 percent; forerunner

strengths are two to four times static yields and have not been related

to static yields by theory.

In the sense of transmitting the least peak pressure for the least

added weight under impact of a given amount of mornei, turn, polyurethane

appears to be the best of the foams studied (polyurethane, graphite,

silica, beryllium, and aluminum). However, the momentum gain due to the

bounce-off of a polyurethane laver from a steel wall is higher than that

of other foams, particularly aluminum, where the difference in total

momentum passed to the structure by the two foams may be as large as 50

percent. Moreover, polyurethane is subject to a considerable loss of

*1
Ba,.d on the experimentally established HRgoniota of Fowles and Curran.
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effectiveness as a pressure attenuator at 100'C, whereas aluminum per-

formance does not deteriorate to the same extent until 300'C is reached.

Static data in heated silica point to a possible improvement in high

temperature performance,

Improvements in the prediction system will most probably come from

the following studies: (1) establishment of the pressure-volume equation

of state of foams in the neighborhood of the elastic limit by observing

forerunner impacts on a series of anvils of rigidity less than that of

steel, (2) removal of the doubt introduced in all static-dynamic correla-

tions by variations in physical properties of foam specimens, (3) cataloging

of pressure histories in one material over a wide range of input momenta

and foam thickness through the use of 1-D experiments, and finally (4) an

attempt to interpret these histories as revealing the interaction of a

wall-reflected wave known from (1) above with the main wave and as reveal-

ing the nature of shock flow in porous material (as contrasted to a material

of uniform density). Although it is not likely that standard methods of

analysis, such as the method of artificial viscosity, will be useful in

revealing the nature of locking shock motion at low pressures in porous

materials, exploration by the method of artificial viscosity of the

effects on forecasted main wave shapes of more drastic departures from

the simple equation of state than have been studied so far could be

informativc.

Foam forerunners could provide fruitful fields for investigation of

strain-rate effects and the phenomenon of stress relaxation discussed by

Duvall.9
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1. INTRODUCTION

The effects produced in solids by events such as the impact of pro-

jectiles and the detonation o1 high explosives and nuclear devices can be

studied directly by performing experiments, in such studies the ob.ject

may be to observe the phys.ca I response of materia Is at hi igh pressure.

Experiments for collecting data on the equation of state of a material

are an important examt-le of such work and are usually on a small scale.

Other studies are of less fundamental nature and are done to improve or

to test the design of a structure or a device. For example, a missile

may be damaged or destroyed if a nuclear device is detonated in its vi-

cinity. In such ; case, the experimental approach is at least expensive

and tinme censuming, if not virtudly forbidden. Because of these reasons,

much of tn! study of the vulnerability of missiles, underground structures,

and othr installations must be performed by the application of theory to

predict shock attenuation. The work reported here is a continuation of an

effort to verify the validity of the application of hydrodynamic theory in

such studies ' and, where discrepancies are observed, to fornivilate in-

proved models that will provide more accurate predictions. The term hydro-

dynamic theory is tiken to mean a theory in which material rigidity is

neglected and the velocities of wa'es in the media are hydrodynamic.

At very high pressures. material rigidity is expected to be unimpor-

tant so that the principal stresses are approximately equal, and the hydro-

dynamic theory is a good approximation. For phenomena associated with the

slhnrk front itself. hydrotdnamic theory seems to be valid at much lower

piressures- C.g. in determining the llugoniot equation of state. As a sh,-k

front propagates from its source. it is attenuated. In this report., it is

a4sumed that attenuation is a wave phenomenon in which rarefaction %aves

overtake and interact atth the shouk front. If this attenuation is to be

calculated, the speed of these relief saves must be known. It cannot bt,

assumed that their speed is alwas independent of rigidity. eve, if r.igldt •

Can be ignored for the shock transition. An objective of the work reporte.I

here is to determine if rigidit% is important in the flow behind shocks in

some representatiev solids.
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The effects of rigidity on the speed of relief waves can be studied

by measuring directly the velocity of the waves. What amounts to the same

thing is the study of the attenuation of shock waves. An attempt is made

in this work to study both the velocity of the waves and the attenuation

caused by them. In previous work, attenuation of shocks was studied in

aluminum, copper, rock salt, and other rocks.1 ' 2 In this work, more obser-

vations have been made for both aluminum and copper. A plastic

(Armstrong C-7 epoxy) and gold have also been studied. Targets made of

these materials are struck by aluminum plates moving with a velocity of

about 0.125 cm/4sec. This arrangement, which induces an essentially plane

wave in the target, is one of the s iplest for which flow calculations can

be readily performed. Comparison of the results of calculations and ex-

periments determine the extent of agreement with the hydrodynamic theory

in each of the several different situations.
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2. SUMMARY

Attenuation of shock waves was studied in 1060 and 2024 aluminum,

OFHC copper, gold, and Armstrong C-7 epoxy. Shock waves were induced

in samples of these materials by striking them with aluminum plates

traveling about 0.125 cm/elsec. Because the strains induced in the speci-

mens were virtually one-dimensional, the experiments could be simulated

with a computer code. Comparison of experimental and calculated results

indicated that an elastoplastic relation between stress and strain should

be used for aluminum, copper, and epoxy. More data are needed before a

stress-strain relation can be suggested for gold.

The amplitude of the elastic relief wave in 2024 aluminum was approxi-

mately 20 kbar when the maximum stress was 120 kbar. On the assumption

that Poisson's ratio is constant, a yield strength value of 5 kbar was

inferred (see Sections 4 and 6). This is the yield strength in simple

tension, or twice the critical resolved shear stress. For lObO alum-

inum, the amplitude of the elastic relief wave was 16 kbar, so that the

yield was 4 kbar when the maximum stress was 120 kbar. The relief wave

in copper had an amplitude of 27 kbar, so that the yield was approximately

7 kbar for a stress of 160 kbar. These values of the yield strengths are

all greater than those observed at engineering stress levels and implN that

the yield strength is a function of the stress.

It was impossible to obtain a value of the yield strength directly

from the experimental data for either gold or the epoxy. For the epoxy,

the calculated attenuation matched the experimental observations fairly

well when the yield was assumed to be 1.0 kbar.

Two methods were used for recording the response of materials to

shock waves. One employed the smear camera to observe the free-surface.

motion of specimens shaped like wedges. ' This technique has been used for

a number of years and gives reiiable results. As ordinarily used, the

technique records only the velocity of the free surface at the instant the

shock interacts with the surface. Its use raises the question as to the

relation of the free-surface velocity to the particlu velocity induced

by the shock front.
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In an attempt to circumvent some of the disadvantages of the optical

technique, a second method of recording response by means uf a transducer

was used in several experiments. The device consisted of a Manganin wire

potted in Armstrong C-7 epoxy.4 It was calibrated to meaSi.Ar th-: pressitre

induced in the epoxy by the transmission of a shock from a specimen into
the epoxy. Although the transducer is still in the developmental stage, it

was hoped that it would permit the recording not only of peak pressure but

also of pressure as a function of time behind the shock front. Measure-

ment of the peak pressure was as good as can be expected, although some

transducers gave obviously erroneous results for reasons that are not

understood. The transducers do not give the expected response after the

passage of the shock front, perhaps because of a hysteresis effect which

is being investigated. 5 Presently, the transducers appear incapable of

giving the amplitude and arrival time of the elastic relief waves which

are implied to exist in the observations obtained with the smear camera.

Detailed behavior of an explosive system such as is used to throw

aluminum plates is not understood. Some studies of the system are re-

ported here, but they Pre far from being exhaustive stadies even on the

one system which throws aluminum plates at a velocity of 0.125 cm/,4sec.

Enough data are given to show that the flyer plates are probably not

spaliing and that their shapes are tolerable. During preliminary studies,

reproducibility of the velocities of flyer plates did not appear to be a

problem. It became a problem later in the attenuation experiments in

which Baratol* pads were obtained on a new order. Much more work should

be done on methods of using explosives for throwing flat, strain-free,

unspalled aluminum plates not only at 0.125 cm/Asec, but at greater

velocities; methods of throwing and using plates made of other materials

should also be investigated.

Serstol is 67 prcoat baritm sitrat. sad 33 prcest IWT.
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3. EXPERIMENIAL ARRANGEMENT FOR STUDYING
AMTENUATION OF SHOCKS IN SOLIDS

A. FLYER PLATE ASSEMBLIES

All the attenuation experiments were performed by throwinrg altium i1 rUr

plates with charges of high explosives. The irrangerinnt used in the ex-

periments is represented in Fig. 1, which shows a plane.-wave generator

(PWG) and ana explosive pad in contact with a brass plate. For most of

the work the explosive pad was Baratol. A thermosetting plastic cement

about 0.001 inch thick affixed the aluminum plate to the brass plate.

The brass plate was used partlt because it. held back the smoke from the

explosive and permitted a clear view of the experiment, and because it

also served as a base for the vacuum chamber. The curvature induced in

the plate when the chamber was evacuated was negligible. The functiorns

mentioned above could also be achieved by usinr, plates of mater'als other

than brass-for example, aluminum. However, there had to be sore, separa-

tion between the aluminum flyer plate and the brass buffer plate so tliat,

during the time of observation, the target responded only to the impart

of the aluminum flyer plate. The impedance mismatch between aluminum and

brass is such that the aluminum separates from a brass buffer plate and

travels with i a considerabl% higher e el city than the brass.

The l'8-inch-thick aluminum fiver plates attained a velocitv ,f

0. 125 cm', sec when the explosivc pad was Barattl . Greater •vincaittis CAIn

be attained by the use of more energetic re , I ex •ti .es. * ut:h as Composition 11 -3

or M.IX. Use of these exploIves mayv intr-duer ofher problems. howev er.

One of the desirable feature-. -f explos••Vet driven platex is that the plall

have a large useful diameter. When an 8-inch-dammeter plane-wave gen'rator

is employed, the useful diameter of the flhsr plate may be as large as

4 inches.

If the %train induced an a target b% the impaut of a hilgh-tpeeud plate,

is to be one-dimensional, the plate should be flat and oriented parallel (o

the surface of the target at the time of impart. Thin as diffitult t-

arhieve, esper'iali v shen the fi ,ver pllate ais as much as 4 in.h,'.s ti t l am,-trt.

Several shots were fired to determine an acceptable method if drititg eplats.
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FIG. 1 FLYER PLATE ASSEMBLY

for the attenuation studies. In these shots, a flat glass mirror was

held about 1/2 inch from and parallel to the initial position of the

aluminum flyer plate. The shot was suitably illuminated and the record

of the collision was taken by the smear ramera.

Results of six of these shot%. where the deformation is given as a

function of the diameter of the plate, are aiven in Fig. 2. The scale

for the deformation is enlarged with respect to the ordinate. Each plate

should be visualized as moving from right to 1eft so that the renter of

the plate is the last part to reach a target. In Shots 9886. 9887. and

9902, the original diameter of the aluminum plates is 4ý inches.

Shot 9902 shows a fairly good plate. the center of which lags the most

forward part by 0.01S inch. Becau~e the velocity of the plate was

0.125 cm,,#ser, the plate first struck the edges of the target and then,
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appro xi nat veI 0. 3 ,- e' I [at v r , st rue k t lie , entct. t Irh 11. am", l.t (o eef

the plate %as tinder 4 inches. litsgs IIIts I. t Shot s 988t) arid p887• I t , I, f..

in t hiat t he d f I iat o f t h. en :v F' t ' A it g re it t r anit th,. 1 V s e, 0' 1 t1 1 .1 In t v I ,c.

Ie S S.

i , ordc'- to obtia in platvs %It I I irge V cise f li 1 a1et I . F ,, I t)- i h It-

di1 a met er t) Iat vs were usv t d In the tlif- Io I I ,%& Irtg t It n v r I ent ''ll. I ig

o f the ' e(vit v r s in t Iltvse s It s was ev t e - r i e I l e( d r .r rig a, (I II,e it I I ii,' lh,

I -ng ac'ross t lie p-ro f I I e. Th is chord represent ed tlhe ax I r muir m eit l meis I e(ri

of th( t arget for most exper rIment s. I rI Shoet 9938, lhe. (,,iter 1 l,,z ,,,ws

about 0.011 i rich or 0.2 ,sec'; in Shot 10,017, 0.013 in(h ,)dr 0.3 ..se., and

il Shot 10,018, 0.015 inch or 0.3 t.sVC . Eaclih f, tilese, shot.s ga•, delela,

3
SHOT 9886 9887 9902 9938 io017 100t8

I 1 7 T f-T -- 12 7 T '
a" MOM PV + 6"dicm' PWG 8"dcam PWG 8"diam PWG 8"dearn P*G 8"diamn PWG +
I" BARATOL + I" BARATOL + 2d eARATOL I BAATOL

2

-31

DIF NMATION OF PLATE -- iftche

FIG. 2 RESULTS OF FLYER PLATE PLANARITY TESTS
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times for the center less than or as good as the times for Shot 9902, the

best of the shots using V4-inch-diameter plates. As expected, the useful

diameter of the plates was improved also. No great advantage was given in

Shot 10,017 by using 2-inch-thick Baratol. The combination of an 8-inch-

diameter PWG and a 1-inch-thick pad of Baratol was used as a reasonable

compromise in the attenuation experiments which followed. Heproducibility

of such a system is inferred by comparing the duplicate Shots 9938 and

10,018, the lag times of which were 0.2 and 0.3 4sec, respectively.

Previous studies showed tiat aluminum plates projected by a driving

assembly containing a pad of Composition B-3 did spall. 2 Those studies

involved the recovery of flyer plates as well as the use of the flash

X-ray camera. A description of the mechanism which produces the spall is

given in Appendix I. The event has been simulated by the use of a com-

puter code, and the results based on a fracture strength of 30 kbar indi-

cate that the aluminum plate should spall.

At the beginning of this project it was not known if the use of

Baratol between the PWG and the brass plate, Fig. 1, would cause the

aluminum flyer plate to spall. Previous experience showed that the prob-

lems associated with the recovery of the flyer plates after they had been

accelerated to a high velocity by an explosive charge were many, and that

misleading results could be obtained. Three methods were used for deter-

mining if the flyer plate had spalled

The first method used the high-speed framing camera. The flyer plate

was thrown across the field of view of the camera, and the event was back-

lighted. Although great attention was given to the control of the deto-

nation prodnce gases, no useful records were obtained because of obsc,,ration

by these gases.

Another method for determining spallation employed the flash X-ray

camera. A double flash unit was used, and each unit was flashed at pre-

determined times after the flyer plate was put into motion. These records

(see Fig. 3) show that the flyer plates remained intact when Baratol was

used as the explosive (or a bare plane-wave generator which used Baratol

as the low-velocity explosive). As a test, a shot was also fired using

Comp B-3, and a clear indication of spalling was obtained, as shown in

Fig. 4.

The third method used a pressure transducer which is being developed

at Stanford Research Institute. 4 It was reasoned that if the plate spalled
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before hitting the transducer, the transducer record should show a second

shock. When Baratol was used in the explosive train, the transducer

record showed only one pulse. For the shot in which Comp B-3 was used,

the record did show a second increase in pressure. Hence the transducer

confirmed the X-ray record, because both instruments were used simulta-

neously, as indicated in Fig. 3(a).

The plate thrown by Baratol had a velocity of approximately

0.125 cm/ALsec, which is adequate for many experiments. Use of Comp B-3

resulted in flyer plate velocities of 0.19 cm/psec. Such flyer plates

would be useful if some way can be developed to prevent the plates from

spalling. A possible method is to introduce a layer of plastic between

the brass plate and the aluminum flyer plate. This system was simulated

by a computer code with encouraging results. The calculated results also

indicate that the plastic will not seriously interfere with the experiment.

The computed results should be confirmed by experimental results before

the system is used.

B. METHODS OF RECORDING FOH ATTENUATION EXPERIMENTS

The smear camera was used in previous work to record the free-surface

motion of specimens in which attenuating shock waves were being studied.

A simple way of recording the free-surface velocity was to mount a small,

partially reflecting mirror close to the surface being watched. Both the

mirror and the surface beneath it were illuminated. When the shock ar-

rived at the surface of the specimen, the reflectance of the surface

changed, and the arrival time of the shock was thereby recorded on the

film in the camera. Because the surface was accelerated by the shock, it

soon crossed the gap and collided with the mirror, which caused another

change in the intensity of the light reaching the smear camera. Thus the

flight time of the free surface of the specimen across the gap was re-

corded. This method of obtaining the velocity of a free surface is not

satisfactory when the shock wave is nonuniform. In such a case, the free

surface does not stay in uniform motion, so that some average velocity is

obtained by this technique. The gap technique was employed with specimens

cut in the shape of wedges so that any variation of the free-surface ve-

locity with the distance of travel of the shock in the specimen could be

observed. The results of such experimenits are still regarded as being

fairly reliable.
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More reliable results should be obtainable, however, with the optical

lever arm technique, in which targets were in the shape of wedges and the

surface facing the camera was polished to a mirror finish. 3 This require-
ment restricts the technique to homogeneous materials whose surface takes

a polish. The camera was not focused on the surface of the specimen but

was focused on the light source reflected in the mirror surface of the

spe(imen. The light source was covered with a mask with alternate trans-

parent and opaque spaces (Fig. 5). As the shock wave hit the free surface
of the specimen, the surface was turned, and the image of each grid line

was displaced. As shown in Appendix II, the displacement of the grid line

and the velocity of the shock along the inclined surface of the specimen

give the particle velocity induced in the specimen by the shock front.

The advantage of this method is that the velocity of the surface is rc-

corded at the appropriate time-at the time of breakout of the shock front,
and thus there is no averaging, as was mentioned above for the gap method.

A disadvantage is the necessity for differentiating the curve defined by

the termini of the straight lines on the record, see Fig. 6. If the flyer

plate were perfectly flat and were oriented parallel to the target at the

time it hits, the curve described above would have no inflection points;

that is, the shock front would travel along the inclined surface of the

wedge (see Fig. 5) at constant velocity, or at a continuously decreasing

velocity. Curvature of the flyer plate can cause an inflection in the

curve, so that the apparent velocity increases near the thick end of the

wedge, even though the pressure carried by the shock is being attenuated.

This inflection nakes it difficult to differentiate the curve and is prob-
ably the chief source of error in the analysis of the records. Otherwise,

the analysis requires knowledge of the camera writing speed, which is

known to a precision of about 0.5 percent; of the camera magnification,
which is determined from each record to a precision of about 1 percent;

and of the displacement of each trace, which is measured to about 5 percent.

Both the gap method and the optical lever arm method give information

about the free surface of the target. It is usually assumed that the free-

surface velocity is twice the velocity of the particles immediately behind
the shock front prior to the time of incidence of the shock on the surface.

This assumption was used in the analysis of the records because it simpli-

fied the calculatious. The error introduced was of the same order as the

experimental error.
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FIG. 6 SMEAR CAMERA RECORD OF AN OPTICAL LEVER SHOT

A t.ransducer was al Iso used Iiii st etdN- ntg thl, at t entiat tion of shock waves

'rte devi ce, which was develIoped at Stanfoitd liesea rch I ust ittute, consisted

of a %laugan in w re cast ini C- 7 epoxN manuflact ured by Arms t.rong Product s

Companly i rin'tt lercdlgtme, it cmnstant c urre-iit was passed

Ithrough Lthe MNangan ii w ire . As t he wi re' was compres se'd by Lthe shoc k, it.s

resi stance changed. Signa I I t'ads were' connected to thee wireC, Fig. 7, so

that. th le res ist.ancec change ( tee Id be' m1olkt io red by anl test: I I loscope as a

change ill volt.age. The dev ift' %as calIib rated tot a pressure of about

200 kbar , and t he re' Iat 1 io bet weetn pressorve and t.he' re'sist anice was found

t.o be' linrea r. 'I'll c at I i1 iat t i on t'xpert ment s de'pelndet oil thle use' of t he

smear' camerat to dietermine thet Itei njut to th Ite'rarnsduce'r and -mn knowed tge. of
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INSULATOR
(C-? EPOXY PLASTIC)

0.003" diom 1/16" diam ,

MANGANIN WIEMAGNESIUM LEADS!i'

SPOT _7• m

WELDS• .

0

BOTTOM VIEW SIDE VIEW cm

(a) TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION (b) PICTORIAL VIEW

FIG. 7 CONSTRUCTION OF MANGANIN WIRE TRANSDUCER

the equation of state of the epoxy and of the material used to transmit

the shock into the transducer.

The response of the transduLer was adequate to record accurately the

arrival of the shock wave. The transducer also appeared to respond to

changes in pressure after the passage of the shock front; this is the

chief attraction in the use of transducers in the study of attenuating

shock waves. Accurate records showing pressure as a function of time

would be helpful in determining the velocity of the initial relief wave

behind a shock front. If the relief wave is elastic, transducer records

should be useful in measuring the strength of the wave. These data would

be helpful in formulating models for the relation between stress and

strain for the solids being studied.

Application of the transducer to the study of attenuation of shock

waves in solids was accomplished by placing the transducer on the surface

of the specimen being studied. The Manganin wire was separated from the

interface by about 0.1 cm of the epoxy. In order to expedite the work,

three transducers were mounted together, 'as shown in Fig. 8(a). One

transducer was placed at the surface of the specimen. The other two were

placed in holes machined into the specimen. This wab relatively easy to

accomplish because the wires could be positioned, and the epoxy could
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. LEADS

C-?
CMPOUNG . VACUVM

COMPOUD CHAMBER

VACUUM

`1*16ASS BUrFFER
._ VACUUMAE PL ATE

-GAGE

FIG. 8 ARRANGEMENT OF THREE TRANSDUCERS FOR A SINGLE SHOT
(b) Bottom View - Assembly Reody for Mounting of Explosive

then be poured to t,•4- dexxtri I ht itti-s Thr hatrdened rpox% was .suff.-

rIent i rig id !'s thAt. it 181 Ih*- spet-1 rno fortaird tlr" iop of thlw Vaill trm

chamber. fIuier 8"(b) show. an as•.emb| read% for In.aling sith rxplo.iv'e.

Each transducer *as -onne4trt. to to n usillosconpes. The primar-

oscillosrope was set tip to rr'ord thir t.onal ahicred in the' tran•,-ttcer by

the appliration of a stitir!r of constant uriaren| to the transdurer. This

current was turned on a fr' mirroseronds before the *hock front reached

the transducer. The pr;iaryv *cpr also *how-r' the ssnaI dur to the change

of resistance of the Vanganin ire a*s it %a,% comPre-.sed. rhis stratagem

made it unnrecs•sif I) miaiure Pithhr the restAtanrr of the" transduc•r or

the torrent induced in at b% the pozrr sipplv. It wa0.1 nnl% nrcessarv to

assume that the pow'.r .uppl% gav'e a constant rurrent. Any' change tn the

voltage output of the page due to the oppiration of prresure to the ware
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FIG. 9 TYPICAL TRANSDUCER RECORD
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4. RESULTS OF WEDGE EXPERIMENTS

A. C-7 EPOXY W•EDGE-SHAPED SPECIMEN

The optical lever arm technique which requires the use of a specimen

in the shape of a wedge is described in Section 3B. A record for such a

shot is shown in Fig. 6 and the complications introduced in the analysis

due to the curvature of the flyer plate are also discussed in Section 3B.

This record was further complicated because of a slight bend in the wedge

near the apex. The specimen, made of C-7 epoxy, was mounted in the cover

of the vacuum chamber so that it had to support the force exerted by

normal atmosphere. This force produced in the thin portion of the wedge

some deformation which made the record somewhat unreliable near the symbol

A in Fig. 6. Otherwise the data obtained from the record were readily

reducible.

The curve from A to B in Fig. 6 is a record of the travel of the

shock front along the inclined surface of the specimen. In order to ob-

tain the velocity of the shock along this surface, the curve must be

differentiated. This was done by reading the time and distance coordinates

of the end of each undeflected trace in a Vanguard Motion Analyzer (VMA).

Where lines were omitted on the grid, synthetic data were generated by

averaging the results of the two adjacent lines. The data were then

differenced in order to determine if any errors are detectable, and any

obvious errors were corrected. Next, the data were smoothed by use of a

5-point smoothing formula, following which a 5-point differentiation

formula was used to obtain the slope. Application of the appropriate

reduction factors then gave the velocity of the shock along the surface

of the wedge.

The displacement of the traces were also read on the VMA, and these

data were also differenced and smoothed in order to minimize errors. Thre

method for obtaining the shock-induced particle velocity is discussed in
Appendix I1. Peak pressure could then be determined from Ilugoniot data
for the material concerned.
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FIG. 10 PRESSURE IN C-7 EPOXY vs. x/xo (x0 is thickness of flyer plate)

Results for the C-7 epoxy wedge are given in Fig. 10, which shows

the shock-induced particle velocity as a function of the distance into

the C-7. The record was unreliable near the thin end of the wedge, as

noted above, so no reliable values of the particle velocity were obtained

for values of x/xo less than approximately 3.* An impedance "mismatch"

solution gave a pressure of about 46 kbar in the absence of any attenuation.

* It was convenient to divide the distance the shock had traveled into the specimen, z, by the thickness

of the flyer plate, x0, which was 0.322 cm for most experiments reported here.
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Hence attenuation of the shock commenced at a distance of about. 2.5 times

the thickness of the aluminum flyer plate. The hydrodynamic calculation,

which will be described later, predicted that attenuation started at 4.9.

B. ALUMINUM WEDGE-SHAPED SPECIMEN

Specimens were fabricated from both 2024-T4 and 1060 aluminum. After

being machined, the 2024 specimens were heat treated in an air atmosphere

at 775'F for three hours, and were then cooled at 500'F at a rate of 50'F

per hour. Specimens cut from 1060 aluminum were held at a temperature of

650'F for one-half hour.

Smear camera records showing the free-surface motion of aluminum and

copper are shown in Figs. 11(a) and (b). The undeflected traces did not

terminate along a monotonic curve, as was observed for the C-7 wedge.

That the record for copper showed less curvature than the record for

aluminum was accounted for on the basis that shock velocity is less in

copper than in aluminum. When a curved flyer plate hits a target, a

phenomenon occurs which is analogous to refraction in optics. The shock

is curved more than the flyer plate if the shock velocity is greater than

the velocity of the flyer plate. Hence analyses of wedge experiments be-

come easier for materials having low shock velocities. Conversely, greater

flyer plate velocities give records which are more easily analyzed

(assuming that the shock velocity does not increase as fast or faster than

the flyer plate velocity).

It should be noted that all records are not as clear as those shown

in Fig. 11. For some experiments the displaced traces were so smeared

that individual traces could not be recognized, and measuring the trace

displacement was impossible. The cause of such smearing is not clear.

It has been attributed to a poor polish on the face of the specimen or to

residual polishing material on the surface. Errors in focusing the camera

may be responsible, or curvature of the displaced surface may depend in a

critical manner on the wedge angle.

Results were obtained from the record for the metal wedges in the

same way as described for the C-7 epoxy wedge above. Results for two

shots using annealed 2024 aluminum target wedges are shown in Fig. 12(a).

Because what appeared to be very early attenuation was observed in earlier

work, Shot 10,.227 was designed to give data at a few plate thicknesses

into the target. This was accomplished by using a small wedge angle.
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F!G. 11 RECORD OF MOTION OF FREE SURFACES OF ALUMINUM
AND COPPER WEDGES
(b) Copper (Shot 10,366)
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This shot shows what can be called attenuation at about 5 plate thick-

nesses; at 3 plate thicknesses the results compare favorably with the

hydrodynamic solution which will be described later (in this region it

amounts to an impedance mismatch solution using only Hugoniot data).

The apparent attenuation exhibited by the data from Shot 10,227 did
not appear in the earlier analysis. 7 There, differentiation was performed

graphically, and apparently that method smoothed the data to an extent

greater than the numerical method employed later.

Because no attenuation was observed in the preliminary analysis of

Shot 10,227, another experiment, Shot 10,354, was designed to yield data

for greater values of x/xo. The results are given in Fig. 12(a); the

particle velocity is surprisingly high at values of x/xo near 5. All

shots are designed on the assumption that the explosive systems give re-

producible flyer plate velocities, which are measured in separate

0 I I I I
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A" 0 _SOLUTION

E
0.0 6  AI &A a 00

A & 00000 0

w

W

-OL5 0 S14OT 10,354I--

4 A SHOT 10,227

0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 Is 20

X/XO 
G -63 1

FIG. 12 PEAK 7ARTICLE VELOCITY IN ALUMIN!IM vs. x/x0
(0) 2024 Aluminum
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experiments. Plate velocities have been observed in attenuation experi-

ments at a cost of more difficulty in design of the experiment and in

less satisfactory records of the motion of the free surface of the speci-

men. The present results show that reproducibility is not good when

Baratol is used. The average of the four points near 5 plate thicknesses

gives a particle velocity of close to 0.068 cm/ýzsec. If no attenuation

at this thickness is assumed, a flyer plate velocity of 0.136 cm"/Asec is

implied. In a later experiment, it was observed that an 0 040-inch-thick

aluminum plate achieved a velocity of 0.133 cm/•isec. Hence the tunex-

pectedly high values of particle velocities in Shot 10,354 may be due to

the inadvertent use of a charge of Baratol, which was capable of giving

greater velocities.

In Shot 10,354 attenuation commenced between 5 and 6 plate thick-

nesses, in fair agreement with Shot 10,227. Averaging the first four

points for Shot 10,354 gives a particle velocity of 0.068 cm/4isec, which

corresponds to a stress of 120 kbar on the flugoniot for aluminum. At

x/x 0 approximately 8, the particle velocity is approximately 0.058, and

the stress is 100 kbar. If this attenuation is entirely due to the

elastic relief wave, the value of the yield strength, Y, is approximately

5 kbar, or about twice that expected for 2024 aluminum under more ordinary

conditions. The relation between the yield strength and the amplitude of

the elastic relief wave is given in Section 6.

ilesults of two shots using annealed 1060 aluminum are shown in

Fig. 12(b). Attenuation in Shot 10,226 commenced at 5 or 6 plate thick-

nesses. The results agree well with the hydrodynamic solution for small

values of x/xo also. Results of Shot 10,353 show unexpectedly high values

of the particle velocity at about 5 plate thicknesses. As before, this

must indicate that the flyer plate had a velocity greater than expected-

0.125 cm/!sec. If this is true, attenuation in 1060 aluminum commences

at about 5 or 6 plate thicknesses, just as it does in 2024 aluminum. The

data are not precise enough to determine to a fractional part of a flyer

plate thickness the point at which attenuation commences.

In Shot 10,353, the particle velocity drops from about 0.067 to

0.059 cmijusec in the vicinity of x,;o of about 7. By using the same

tlugoniot as was used above for 20241 aluminum, the stress dropped from

118 kbar to 102 kbar, so that the value of Y is about 4 kbar. In both

cases, the value of )' is approximate, and it is not certain that its

value for 1060 aluminum is really smaller than it is for 2024 aluminum.
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C. COPPER WEDGE-SHAPED SPECIMEN

Copper specimens were cut from forgings of OFHC copper having a

density of 8.94 g/cc. Principal impurities in the copper were 0.001 per-

cent silver and possibly 0.002 percent nickel (from semiquantitative

analyses). After machining and polishing, the samples were heat treated

at a temperature of 1100°F for an hour in an atmosphere of dry hydrogen.

Results of two experiments in which aluminum flyer plates hit copper

targets are shown in Fig. 13. As pointed out previously, the lesser value

of the shock velocity in copper made it easier to analyze records from

copper experiments than those from aluminum experiments. Results of

Shot 10,366 are in reasonable agreement with the hydrodynamic solution

out to 6 plate thicknesses. There is an indication that the flyer plate

velocity may have been greater than 0.125 cm/Asec. Shot 10,3b5 indicated

ti it some attenuation occurs at 5.5 to 6 plate thicknesses. Hence this

pair of copper shots gave results which are more consistent than are the
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results from either pair of aluminum shots referred to above. l[et t er

reproduc 1 h 1 i Lt, in this case, as cornppared to th -aluminum shots. may bv

because the two copper shots used Baratol Ahi ch was from the samt. order.
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FIG. 13 PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY IN COPPER vs. X/xo

The peak part ai 'e veloci tv for copper at tv.'tiiiate from lapproxamat t1%

0.04 to approximately 0.03.4 cm •,sec betwetren and 7 plate thiukirsses.

Byv using the Ihigotaiot for copper, the stress att,'nuat,.s from I 'l khIar to

136 kbar, or 27 kbar. If this i. due ,'ntirt.Ik to the ,eiasti, %at ", ,n

copper, the reverse v'eld szrength I s aibout 7 kbar. Thi, pret'isai n -o Ill,

data maa, ho inferred from thta scattter it t Ilt- resultt shown ira Fig. I .

The scatter is about 0.002 cm n,.s taear 1 8. or about •I per:raat.
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D. GOLD WEDGE-SHAPED SPECIMEN

The gold wedge was made from 99.99 percent gold by Western Gold irnd
Platinum Company, Belmont, California. After casting, the gold 1tas re-

duced 50 percent in thickness by rolling and then was machined into t!-

required shape. After the inclined surfac! was poli.hed, the material
was softened by heating to 650*C for ope hour. Because the sample was

small (3 inches long), it was placed inside a vacuum chamber rather ti.,:

being molded into the top cover of the chamber, as wer, the other wcdge-
shaped samples. Because of the size of the 'ample, the flyer pl:ýte was

also reduced to 0.040 inch in thickness. This flyer plate ý-as observed

to have a velocity of 0.133 cm/pse-, for which the probable error is less

than 1 percent.

Results for the gold shot are shown in Fig. 14 along with the results

of the hydrodynamic calculations. At x/xo = 3.3, the experimental results

give a particle velocity of 0.028 cm/)usec which agrees well with predicted

value, 0.0288 cm/jisec. Some attenuation takes place between values of

x/x 0 of 3.3 and 6.9, the particle velocity being reduced from 0.028 to

0.024 cm//isec. These values of particle velocities correspond to flugl•niot

pressures of 190 and 159 kbar, respectively. This is interpreted as being

the amplitude of the elastic relief wave for gold at the pressures referred

to above. As was done for aluminum and copper. a value of the yield

strength, Y, is inferred. For gold, Poisson's ratio i' is 0.42.9 so that

Y is about 4 kbar. (See Section 6 for the method for calculating the con-

version factor.
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5. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS USING GAGES

A. C-7 EPOXY SPECIMENS

A typical gage record is shown in Fig. 9 and a brief description of

the method of analysis was given in Section 3B. Three gages were included

in each shot, also as described in Section 3B. Results of experiments in

which "bare gages" were hit by aluminum plates are given in Fig. 15. The

term bare gage is applied to the arrangements in which no material other

than C-7 separates the flyer plate from the Manganin wire. Because these

wires were located at different depths in the C-7, attenuation of peak

pressure could be observed. In the experiments the oscilloscopes were

triggered individually, so that the relation in time of one record to

another is not known accurately. Placement of the records in Fig, 15

(and in subsequent figures) is therefore arbitrary, being based on calcu-

lations which will be described later. Some indication of the reproduc-

ibility of results can be obtained by comparing the curves for which

values of x/x 0 are 0.92 and 0.95. These differ about 6 percent in peak

pressure and.have considerably different shapes. This latter disagreement

is particularly distressing because it indicates that these gages cannot

be relied upon to give the shape of the pulse.

The envelope of the curves shown in Fig. 15 shows that some attenu-

ation takes place between x/xo = 1.9 and V/xo = 2.9. This is fair

agreement with the results of the wedge experiment shown in Fig. 16 where

attenuation is observed at <x/ = 3. At x/xo = 6, the wedge experiment

gives a pressure of about 26 kbar which agreed well with the 27.5 kbar

given by the gage at x/xo = 5.8, Fig. 16.

B. ALUMINUM SPECIMENS

When gages were used on metal targets, the Manganin wire was separated

from the surface of the specimen by about 0.1-cm-thick C-7 epoxy, as noted

in Section 3B. Results of gages mounted on targets of 1060 aluminum are

shown in Fig. 17(a). Reproducibility can be checked by comparing the re-

sults of the gages located at 7.82 and 7.83 (three significant figure, are

used in order to identify the curves, not to indicate the accuracy of the
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depth of the wire in the epoxy). These two curves are separated on the

time scale more than warranted so that the curves can be more easily

distinguished and reproducibility is seen to be good. Considering the

envelope of the curves, the gage at 3.9 appears to have been erratic.

If Lhis gage is ignored, the gage records suggest that attenuation in

1060 aluminum starts at values of x/x 0 between 3 and 5. This is somelhat

earlier than was indicated by the wedge experiments, Figs. 12(a) and 12(b).

Results for annealed 2024 aluminum are presented in Fig. 17(b) where

attenuation appears to commence for a value of x/xo of about 4 or 5. At

least the pulse top is no longer flat for gages located at 3.9 and 4.9,

which is one indication that an elastic relief 'Nave has overtaken the

shock front. The flat top exhibited by the gage at 7.9 could be explained

by use of the elastoplastic model for relating stress to strain. This is

discussed in a later section where results of calculations are compared

with experimental results.

For experimnents with aluminum targets, the peak pressure observed

for thin targets was observed to be 51 kbar. When bare gages were struck

by flyer plates, the peak pressure was 45 kbar. This difference in re-

sponse has not been explained, and the records presented in Figs. 17(a)

and 17(b) have normalized to 45 kbar.

The impedance mismatch of aluminum and C-7 epoxy is relatively large

so that a strong relief wave was reflected back into the aluminum at the

aluminum-epoxy interface. This relief wave interacted with the wave from

the back side of the flyer plate and put a portion of the aluminum in a

state of tension. The tension was apparently great enough to cause the

aluminum to fracture or spall. This is the explanation of the relatively

long tails on the waves, like that shown by the gage at 7.9 in Fig. 17tb).

That portion of the record beyond 5.5 ptsec is due to the spalling of the

aluminum target. This phenomenon is also observed for copper targets and

will be discussed when computed profiles are compared with experimental

profiles.

C. COPPER SPECIMENS

Results for gages on copper are shown in Fig. 18. An impedance match

solution showed that a pressure of 30 kbar should be induced in the C-7

epoxy when the copper target was thin. The gage on the thinnest copper

target gave a pressure of 36 kbar for reasons that are not understood.
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Because the gages at...2.0 ancd 3.0 gave the expected pressure, assuming nt.

attenuation, it is probable that the gage at 1.0 malfunctioned. Assuming

that the gage at x/x 1 = I did malfunction obviates the necessity for nor-

malizing the remaining records. The gage records (Fig. 18) show some

attenuation of the peak pressure at 4.9 plate thicknesses which is a some-

what smaller value than that obtained from the wedge experiments (Fig. 13).

The impedance mismatch between c',pper and C-7 is greater than that for

aluminum and C-7. Hence spailing should be even more probable for the

copper targets. That the copper did spall was inferred from the long tail

on the pressure profiles. It was also inferred from the reloading which

is shown by most of the profiles in Fig. 18. For example, the profil. of

t!,e i:age at 2.0 -hows approximately I kbar reloading of the gage at a time

of about 2.8 4sec. This reloading was caused by the sudden fracture of

the copper which released compression waves on each side of the break.
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6. CALCULATION OF ATTENUATING SHOCK WAVES

The h.ajor uncertainty in the calculation of attenuating shock waves

in solids is the lack of information concerning the equation of state of

solids. Much work has been done on the assumption that solids behave as

fluids above some limiting pressure or stress. The work reported here

was performed in an attempt to determine if departure from fluid behavior

could be observed. Ii order to do this, the results of the experiments

reported in Section 5 must be compared with calculated results.

In some of the ca!culated results, the material is assumed to behave

hydrodynamically, i.e., material rigidity is neglected. Pressure is

related to density by

P = A [ (-,(i

where P is the pressure, p is the density, and p 0 is the density at zero

pressure. Values of the constants A and K are obtained by requiring the

equation to fit the Hugoniot data of the medium. No adiabats are derived,

it being assumed that, for the materials observed and for the pressures

encountered, the adiabats are not distinguishable from the Hugoniot curves.

Thus the term "hydrodynamic" is used in a restricted sense.

Table 1 gives the values of A, K, and p0 for the materials for which

calculations have been performed. The source of the data used in deter-

miaing the values of A and K is also given for each case. Data for the

C-7 epoxy range from about 0.04 to 0.08 Mbar. For this materiai, the

pressure encountered in the experiments was 0.046 Mbar or less.

Table 1

VALUES OF CONSTANTS FOR MURNAGHAN

EQUATION OF STATE

MATERIAL PO A SOURE
(g/cm3) (Mbar)

C-7 Epoxy 1.18 0.205 4.54 Reference 4
Aluminum 2.785 0.196 4.10 Reference I
Copper 8.9 0.301 4.71 Reference I
Gold 19.24 0.305 5.79 Reference 8
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Determinations of the constants for aluminum anti copier have been

reported previously. For gold, the data given by Rice et a!.8 was used

in determining the values of ,onstants.

The computer code which e:m.plovs Eq. (1) to represent the equal ion

of state uses a finite difference scheme based on the method of character-

istics. Results of this code are identified with the labrel "hydrod~wamic

solution" in the figures where results are reported. For a small distance,

K.e., a small value of xx;0 , the results amount to an impedance mismatch

solution.

In order to account for the early attenuation of shock waves induced

by the impact of high-speed aluminum plates, an elastoplastic relation

between stress and strain is as'ue, This model has the notable feature

that the initial attenuatio~t in the s'-uation described above is accum-

plished by an elastic w'elief wave. The velocity of this wave is consider-

ably greater than the vnlocitý of the following plastic waves. The model

is described graphically in F'g. V) where Hug.3niot data are assumed to

a .3731-$0

FIG. 19 ELASTOPLASTIC EQUATION OF STATE
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lie along the curve ae. This curve is related to the hydrostatic curve

by the relation

S-.2
p p+--Y (2)

•" ~3

where p. is the stress along the curve ae, and p is the hydrostatic

pressure. The variable Y represerts what is usually called the yield

stress in simple tension and is twice the maximum resolved shear stress.

The curve bf is displaced from the hydrostat by(-2/3)Y.

Comparisons of theory and experiment based on this model with

constant yield strength show improvement in agreement over that obtained

with the fluid model; however, significant differences still remain.

Good agreement can be obtained by assuming that the yield strength is

a function of the hydrostatic pressure

Y =Y + A(p P) , (3)

where Y0 and M are constants, p and p. being defined in Fig. 19. The

hydrostatic curve is represented by

p = Au + Bgd + /43 (4)

where A = p/p 0 - 1, p is the densit7 ai.d p 0 is the density at normal

pressure. Combinations of values of tike constants for aluminum, copper,

and C-7 are given in Table 2. Hagoniot data for aluminum and copper were

taken from Rice et al. 8 while values of Y0 and M were estimated from

attenuation experiments. Data for C-7 epoxy were obtained from Keough. 4

Table 2

VALUES OF CONSTANTS FOR ELASTOPLASTIC

EQUATIONS OF STATE

AY 0 B C Pi'

MATEfIAL (Mbar) M (Mbar) (Mbmr) (?Iba _) (g/cc)

Aluminum 0.0025 0.055 0.755 1.29 1.197 2.785
Aluminum 0.0025 0.0 0.743 1.74 0.329 ?.785
Aluminum 0.0 0.0 0.76S 1.66 0.428 2.785

Copper 0.0007 0.031 1.49 0.546 11.85 8.936

C-7 0.0 0.0 0.0782 0.196 0.221 1.18
C-7 0.0006 0.0 0.0585 0.301 0.0726 1.18
C-7 0.001 0.0 0.0528 0.328 0.0379 1.18
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Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 1/3 for the metals and 0.A for C-7, the

same as for lucite. Both the bulk and shear moduli are expressed in) terms

of Poisson's ratio, v, and Young's modulus, E, and do not appear explicitly

in the equations describing the elastoplastic model. Poisson's ratio is

assumed to be independent of pressure, and E is represented b

E -3(1 - 20) V- dp (5)
d V

where V is the specific volume.

The elastic relief wave decreases the stress from p, to pxf' Fig. 19.

This change in stress10 is given by

i - v

P.e Pif = - 2,: (Y + Y (6)

If Y is not strongly dependent on the pressure, and v = 1/3, the usual

result is obtained for which

pie - PXf = 4Y (7)

The assumption that Poisson's ratio, -v, is a constant is not supported

by an experimental observation. The change in stress carried by the

elastic relief wave is dependent on the value v, see Eq. (6). The elastic

longitudinal sound speed also depends on v, as shown in the following.

Sound speed c is defined as

CpL (8)
"Tdp

The elastic sound speed is obtained by using tihe relation between p, and

p which connects points e and f in Fig. 19. The relation 10iS

p., - p, = 3(1 - )(p, - /,)/(I + V) , (9)

where Pe is the stress at point e, Fig. 19, and p, is the hydrostatic

pressure at tihe 4. . Use of Eq. (4) and the definition of 1u permits

Eq. (9) to be written so that P) is a function of the density, '. Th
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expression for the sound speed then becomes

IC = [ 3V2 (1 - v)(dp/dV)/1(l + -v)]'2 (10)

where V is the specific volume. By use of Eqs. (2) and (3), the hydro-

static pressure p can be replaced by the stress p,. There results

c, = {3(1 - v)(dp./dp)/[(1 + 0)(1 + 2/3M)l y2  (11)

where dp,/dp is the derivative of the upper curve, Fig. 19, which represents

the Hugoniot data. In the computer code where the difference scheme is

based on the method of characteristics, sound speed is simply (dp/dp ,

where p vs. p represents the Hugoniot data and the derivative is evaluated

by using Eq. (1). For v = 1/3, the elastic sound speed, from Eq. (11), is

dp 3

dp Chy dro , (12)
2 + -

3 3

so that the elastic sound speed is always greater than the hydrodynamic

sound speed, Chydro' The elastic sound speed is reduced a few percent

when M is not zero (M = 0.055 for aluminum).

Any variation of v with pressure would affect both the amplitude of

the elastic wave, Eq. (6), and its velocity, Eq. (11). As pointed out

above, it is not known if the value of v depends on the stress. If it

increases with stress, the speed and amplitude of the elastic relief wave

are both increased.

The computer code which uses the elastoplastic model for the equation

of state employs the method of integrating the flow equations given by

von Neumann and Richtmyer. 1 1 This method uses an artificial viscosity term

which smears the shock front over a few cells or meshes. Both linear and

quadratic terms are used in the expression for artificial viscosity,

Q = [1.7 2AU + 0.lc]AU/V , (13)

where c is the speed of sound (the code uses the elastic sound speed),

V is the specific volume and

AU = U)1 - U (14)
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is the difference in particle velocities in two adjacent cells. This

relation is used only when the material is being compressed, i.e., for

AU < 0. Otherwise, the value of Q is taken to be zero.

Most of the calculations presented in the remainder of this report

were obtained by use of the artificial viscosity code (the Q-code).

Each set of results is identified with the values of Y0 and it used in

the equation of state for that set. Where both Y0 and A! are zero for

both projectile and target, the results should agree with results obtained

with the previously described characteristics code. The agreement is not

exact because Eqs. (1) and (4) cannot give the same results, and because

of the smearing of the shock front by the Q-code.
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7. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

A. C-7 EPOXY

Some comparisons of calculated results with experimental results have

been made in the figures discussed above. The calculated results were ob-

tained by a computer code using the method of characteristics and a simple

hydrodynamic equation of state; i.e., rigidity was not included. The com-

parisonx show that early attenuation occurred in all the experiments. In

this section, results obtained by the artificial viscosity code are com-

pared with the experimental results. The artificial viscosity code has

the advantage that rigidity can easily be included in the equation of

state. However, rigidity need not be included in the equation of state

for the Q-code. Results obtained using hydrodynamic representations of

the equations of state of both aluminum and C-7 epoxy are given in Fig. 20(a)

for four different locations in the epoxy.

Experimental data from four gages are superimposed in Fig. 20(a) on

the results of the calculations. Gage data showed greater attenuation of

peak pressure than did the results of calculations. This is viewed as

evidence that the flow is not hydrodynamic. The situation was improved

very little by adding rigidity to the equation of state of aluminum [see

Fig. 20(b)]. These results led to the inclusion of rigidity in the equa-

tion of state of C-7 epoxy also.

Calculated peak pressures agree more closely with those from the gages

when the yield in C-7 is assumed to be 0.6 kbar, Fig. 21(a). Fair agree-

ment of pulse shapes is also obtained. Even closer agreement is obtained

for peak pressure by increasing the value of the yield in C-7 to 1.0 kbar,

Fig. 21(b). Pulse shapes are in somewhat better agreement also. In both

cases Y is assumed to be independent of pressure: i.e., M = 0.

Results for C-7 epoxy are summarized in Figs. 22(a) and 22(b) which

show the peak pressure as a function of distance of penetration of the

shock front into the epoxy. Figure 22(a) shows the results of using the

hydrodynamic equation of state in the Q-code for both aluminum and C-7,

i.e., Y0 and M were zero for both materials. These results differ from
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those obtained by the use of the code using t0,e method of characteristics.

Part of tzhe disagreement (about half ) is due to thv fact that the equa-
tions of state are slightly differert, see Eqs. (1) and (4). The remainder

of the disagreement must be due to the way in which the artificial vis-

cosity code operates. Appakrently the true velocity of the leading edge of

a rarefaction is not preserved by the code.

Including rigidity in the equation of state of aluminum changed the

calculated results vei'y little, Fig. 2 2(a). Thus the difference between

the experimental and calculated resuits shown in Fig. 221a) must be due to

a j,ýoor representation of the equation of state of the epoxy. Figure 22(b)

summI arizes the results obtained by the inclusion of rigidity in the equa-

ticn of state of the epoxy. The calculated results using Y = 1.0 kbar,

Al = 0 nigree fairly well with the experimental data.

B. ALUMINUM

An attempt was made to calculate the response of gages on both aliininunt

and copper targets. As discussed above, the gages on thin aluminum targets

gave unexpectedly high pressurcs, so that all the data were normalized for

aluminum targets. This unexplained behavior of the gages makes the com-

parison of calculated and exierimental results of questionable value.
Such comparisons are made however for two gages in Fig. 23(a) which show

that the calculated peak pressures for x ix0 = 3.9 are in fair agreement.

Agreement is not so good when the aluminum specimen is 7.9 times as thick

as the flyer plate. Of some interest is the reloading of the gage for the

calculated results, at times of 4.9 usec for the thin target and 5.9 u"ser

for the thick target. There is no indication of this reloading in the two

gage records. This appears to be evidence that too great a strength at

fracture (15 kbar) was used in the calculation.

The calculated results shown in Fig. 23(b) were obtained by using

5 kbar for the strength of the material at fracture. The shapes of the

calculated pulses now agree with the gage records much better than in

Fig. 23(a )-at least as far as the later parts of the pulses are concerli-d.

These results do not prove conclusively that the spall strength of aluminum

is closer to 5 kbar than to 15 kbar. One reason for this is the necessity

for extrapolating the equation of state of aluminum to negative pressure,
which raises questions which will not be discussed in this report. A spall

strength for annealed 2024 aluminum of 10 kbar is consistent. with results

reported by Butcher et al. 12
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When the relation between stress and strain is assumed to be elasto-

plastic, the initial relief of pressure is always elastic. This relief

is accomplished by a wave which is visualized as showing little, if any,

dispersion. Its effect should be virtually that of a rarefaction shock

and should carry a pressure drop of about 4Y. For a pressure of about

100 kbar, Eq. (2) gives a value of Y of 7.5 kbar. Thus the shock in

aluminum should be overtaken by an elastic wave and the interaction should

reduce the pressure by about 30 kbar. Following the interaction, Lhe

profile of the wave may again be almost flat, as it '"as just following

the impact of the flying plate. The "Q"-code handles this interaction

fairly well as shown in Fig. 23(a). In the first calculated profile, the

elastic wave has not overtaken the shock front. But its interaction

reduces the pressure by 10 kbar about 0.3 p sec after the shock front

reaches the gage. This is the effect of the 30-kbar wave in the aluminum

mentioned above which, because of the impedance mismatch, propagates into

the epoxy as a 10-kbar wave.

The record of the gage at x/x 0 = 3.9 is inappropriate when compared

with the results of the calculations referred to above. From the slope,

dp/dt, of the back side of the wave, it appears that the initial relief

wave is more dispersed in time than the following wave. The effect de-

scribed above as virtually being a rarefaction shock is not observed.

The decay is not as rapid as the results given by the Q-code, which is

expected to smear out such shock-like effects. If elastic relief waves

are involved in the flow, their arrivals are nct apparent in the records

from the gages.

None of the gage records obtained indicates clearly the arrival of

the elastic relief wave. This may be due to the inability of the gage

to respond to a sudden release in pressure. Some "hysteresis" has been

reported in other experiments in which the pressure on the gage was

relieved in a controlled situation.S

For the second profile shown in Fig. 23(a), the calculated results

show that the elastic relief wave has attenuated the shock to a pressure

of 32 kbar in the epoxy. The top of the %ave is relatively flat, as as

the top of the profile given by the gagý,. Here the gage record is ron-

sistent with the elastoplastic model and i.4 inconsistr-L xitl. th, !.idrn-

dynamic model which always gives a triangular profile after the initial

flat top has attenuated.
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C. COPPER

Results of calculations are shown in Fig. 24 for three thicknesses

of copper targets. Spall strength is arbitrarily taken to be 5 kbar and

the copper spalled in several places for each example. Spalling started

in each case about 0.2 usec after the shock front hit the gage. This

means that the fractures occurred very close to the copper-epoxy interface.

Calculated and experimental results agree reasonably well over most of

each pulse. This is surprising because of the complications introduced

into the calculations by the necessity for permitting the material to

spall. Spall strengths of 24 and 28 kbar are reported.12 Use of such

values for the spall strength would increase the calculated reloading at

the gage position.

As in the case for aluminum targets, the experimental results for

copper do not show the characteristics of elastoplastic flow. Note the

shape of the top of the calculated pulse shown by the gage at 3.9. There

is an initial spike and then a flat portion from 3.2 Asec to 3.5 Asec.

This shape is expected from the use of the elastoplastic model. The gage

at 3.9 does not show this shape, or the gage may not be able to respond

to such a sudden release of pressure.

As in the case for aluminum targets, the gage on the thick copper

target does not show the sharp peak characteristic of the attenuation

predicted by hydrodynamic theory.

D. GOLD

No calculations were performed for gold in which the elastoplastic

equation of state was used. However, a value of the yield st:-ngth, Y,

was derived from tne experimental data in Section 4D. It was necessary

to use a handbook value, 0.42, for Poisson's ratio for hardened gold to

convert from the amplitude of the supposed elastic wave to a value of F'.

The value of V was found to be 4 kbar. so that it is expected that the

yield strength for gold is also dependent on the stress.
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APPENDIX I

MECHANISM CAUSING FLYER PLATES TO SPALL

It is possible that the flyer plates may spall, t.e., fracture into

two or more pieces, because the material in the flyer plate is put into

a state of tension at the instant that it is separating from the brass

buffer plate. This possibility exists even though the wave entering the

aluminum from the brass has a constant state behind the shock front,

i.e., the shock is a uniform shock. Furthermore, no bonding is necessary

at the interface for the production of a tensile stress in the flyer plate

As shown in Fig. 1-1, *the shock wave reflects from the free surface of the

flyer plate as a rarefaction fan. In the figure the rarefaction wave is

assumed to consist of a succession of small waxes, each being represented

by a line which divides the area in the (x,t) diagram into fields. When

a wavelet reaches the interface, each in turn is transmitted into the

brass and reflected into the aluminum. The reflected wavelets are also

rarefactions. At some time the part of the flyer plate adjacent to the

brass will acquire a higher velocity than the brass, and the interface

will open up. Thus, the field marked E3, for example, will have a stress-

free boundary. The fields labeled F3, 03, and 113 are reached from field

E3 by successively crossing elements of the original rarefaction centered

at the point M. Thus the fields named must have successively lower pres-

sures than field E3, which is stress-free. These fields then represent

locations in the plate which are in a state of tension. Using the method

of characteristics, the basis for drawing Fig. 1-1, Fowles and Curran'

estiiiateJ the maximum tension to be 35 kbhar *hen the flyer plate was

driven at a velocity of 0.19 cm,'.serc. The spall threshold tor aluminum

may be well below 35 kbar, so thot the plate fractures soon after it start.*&

to move. The estimate may not be zeliable, however, because the equatlon

of state of aluminum had to te extrapolated into the negative pre.ssare,

region, and also because the work has indicated that hydrodynamics is not

reliable as a method for calculating flow in solids.
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Figure I was drawn for illustrative purposes which required the

fields to be large enough for labeling. The angular width of the rare -

faction fan is probably much smaller than shown, and the triangular

region including fields Cl, GI and G5 is much smaller than in the drawing.

Thus the field of maximum tension, field 113, begins very close to the

interface. If there are no tine effects, the spall fracture, if any,

should occur very close to the rear cf the flyer plate.

If the shock is not uniform, the flyer plate (-an be caused to spall

by the interaction of the rarefaction fan centered at the point Mt in

Fig. I-I with the rarefaction following the shock front. If the shock

wave is sufficiently peaked, the spall fracture can form near the front

of the plate, whereas the spall caused by the mechanism described abo'f.

should occuc near the rear of the flker plate. Thus for a nonuniform

shock wave the plate can fracture at almost any location.
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APPENDIX II

THE OPTICAL LEVER ARM TECHNIQUE

The optical lever arm technique as described by Fowles 3 is appli-

cable when a portion of a reflecting surface is abruptly bent through a

small angle by the arrival of a shock wave. Light from the point source,

Point A in Fig. II-1, is reflected ii the undisturbed surface and has an

image at the point A'. The shock, whose normal velocity is N,, contacts

the free surface at F and deflects the surface through the angle a. Also

in Fig. II-1, the image of the light source A is reflected in the deflected

EXPLOSIVE

A' C TO CAMERA

SHOCK N•

Nq0

N. B D

A! F E TO CAMERA

- = -.. N.*M

/ -

/ •A

/

/"

/ 68-3712-39A

FIG. 111 GEOMETRY FOR OPTICAL LEVER ARRANGEMENT

surface and is loLated at A". This image is not fully illuminated because

the camera accepts a cone of light from a point source and point F must

move upward before the full cone is reflected in the deflected surface to

the camera. In Fig. If-I the axis of the camera is horizontal, and
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normals to the original and deflected surfaces are inclined at the angles

6 and 8 to the horizontal. The distance, d, between points A and B is

known, and the displacement of the traces on the film is proportional to

the distance CE. From Fig. II-I it is evident that

BC = d tan 6

CD = BC cos 6 = d sin e

Bb = d tan (a - )

DE = BF cos 6 = d tan (a - 3) cos O

CE = a = D + FE

a +

so that

tan (2a) (a/d) cos 0 (II-I)
1 - (a/d) sin 8

The value of a must be obtained from the displacement, J, of the trace on

the film, so that the magnification of the optical system is needed.

Suppose another source of light is at the point M, Fig. I1-I, at a dis-

tance G from the source A. The images of sources A and M as seen in the

undisturbed surface appear to be separated by a distance G cos 6. On

the screen of the Vanguard Motion Analyzer the two sources are separated

by a distance Z, so that the magnification is G cos 6/Z. Thus the quantity

a is found to be

a = (JG cos O)/Z

Equation (II-I) then becomes

(JG cos 2 0)/Zd

tan (2a) = (11-2)
1 - (JG sin 6 cos 6)/Zd

Where the value of 0 is zero, the result reduces to that obtained

by Fowles. The velocity of the free surface in the direction of the

normal to the original surface is

un q0  tan 0 . (11-3)

where q, is defined in Fig. II-1.
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This is not the true velocity of the surface, because particles will move

perpendicularly to the undisturbed surface only if the angle k is zero.

A better approximation is given in the following paragraph.

As the shock advances, the point F in Fig. II-1 moves past point C

and the image A' disappears. Until that time, the image A' is recorded

on the film as a streak because of the rotation of the mirror in the smear

camera. Many light sources are used in a shot, and the termini of the

streaks as viewed in the undeflected surface define a curve on the film

(Figs. 5 and 6 in the main report). Differentiation of this curve gives

the velocity q 0 , the "apparent velocity" of the shock along the free sur-

face. Previous analyses used the nomenclature of one-dimensional shock

wave theory; 3 oblique or two-dimensional shock wave relations are pre-

ferred here. Referring to Fig. 11-2, and using the nomenclature of

Courant and Friedrichs, q0 is the velocity of the oblique shock and P is

the angle between the vector q0 and the shock line. 13 The velocity of

flow behind the shock is represented by the vector q,, which intersects

q0 at the angle 8, the angle of turning of a streamiine at the shock.

The velocity, u1 = No - N1 is the particle velocity behind the shock wave.

V
S H O C K N J N

# \U

90-#
GA,3?I2.40

FIG. 11-2 DIAGRAM OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SHOT

From the diagram,

•Icos

tan 6 a 
([C-4)

q 0 - u, sin €
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from which

q 0 sin
U cos ((p-6) I

Hydrodynamic theory predicts the angle of turning of the free surface to

be twice the value of 6, t.e., a = 26. Thus the value of 6 is obtained

from the optical lever arm equation. The value of 4 can be determined

for the two-dimensional experiments by referring to Fig. I-1, where the

shock is represented by a straight line for convenience. If the wedge

angle is represented by y/, then

0- = ) + .

The detonation advances toward the apex of the wedge with the velocity

D while point F moves with the velocity q0. Using the sine law

D/sin (p = q0 /sin (180 - ar) - q0 /sin o.

Eliminating a, gives

D sin ytan q• = (11-6)
q0- D cos y€

so that Eq. (11-5) can be solved for the particle velocity immediately

in back of the shock front. Thus values of u, may be found for many

points on the face of the wedge.

The components of velocity, No and N, are related to density and

pressure by the conservation of mass and momentum equations

oN o -, (11-7)

"o0No * P0o " "N 2 ÷(i 11-8)

In these equations, p is the density and P is the pressure, the subscript

0 refers to the state in front of the shock, and subscript I refers to

the state behind the shock.

In addition,

u - No - N1  , (ll-9)
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so that

"P- Po = PoNou1  • (II-10)

But

No = q0 sin P

so that

Pi - PO = peqouj sin q (Il-l1)

Thus the pressure of the shock wave can be calculated for any point on

the wedge face. The density behind the shock is obtained from the relation

PO Ul

1 - -. (11-12)
P q 0 sin

When the value of the angle P is nearly 90.0 degrees, the quantity

q 0 sin 0 becomes equal to No and the results are the same as those

derived by Fowles. 3  The use of the oblique shock relations obviates the

annoying question about the direction of the motion of the free surface.

In the case ot the one-dimensional experiments, it it not possible

to calculate the value of the angle $, that is, the angle of incidence

of the shock on the wedge face is not known, principally because of the

curvature of the flyer plate. For this reason, those experiments do not

yield equation of state data. The wedge angle is used as an approximation

in the analysis so that an approximate value of the particle velocity u,

is obtained. An approximati shock velocity, No, may then be calculat-d

if the equation of state of the specimen material is known. A new approxi-

mation to the value of P is then obtained from

sin € - No/qo (11-13)

where q9 is known from the camera record. Thus, a closer approximation

for the value of u, can be obtained.

1
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